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Revival of An Old Grade.

The grade of vice admiral will be
revived' 1n the navy if the navy dopartmont adopts the recommendation

-

made by Rekd Admiral Converse,
cliief of the bureau ot navigation In
his annus! report. He says that at
least two vice admirals should be
creatfvt for the commanders of the
Atlallc ourt Asiatic fleets, who will
oon, b&re under them
stilwrdinate
rear Admirals aad a large number of
shine.

St. Petersburg.

Nov. 20.

sult of the investigation

As

re-

l,

PRINCE OF WALES WANTS
BRITISH RAISED COTTON.
Liverpool, Nov. 30. The Prince of
Wales, who was accompanied by the
princess, today opened the new cotton exchange here, the handsome new
building just completed at a cost of
$1,780,000. In his speech, the prince
referred to the efforts 'btlng made to
develop the cultivation of British
grown, cotton, with the object oT making the British cotton spinners partially independent of foreign supplies.
He said he had followed the developments with great. Interest' and hoped
the movement would ultimately be
successful.
JAPAN'S TRAINING SQUADRON IS READY TO START.
Tokio, Nov. 30. A training squadron consisting of three cruUers,
under command of Rear Admiral
Tomeka, late president of the naval
cadets' school, will sturt from Yokohama on January 5, next, on a cruise
via Honolulu. The squadron will arrive at San Francisco on February 18
and afterwards visit Seattle and
.

t--

MEMORIAL SERVICES
DAY AT'

3 O'CLOCK

ALBUQUERQUE LODGE
INVITES
ATTENDANCE OF GENERAL
PUBLIC THE PROGRAM.

fnJt of our brothers

"llhe

DISAPPEARING
IN

SUN-

we write

upon the saads,
Their virtue upon the- tablet of
tod Memory."

ljve

The above sublime sentiment will
ltervanle tho annual memorial services
of Albuquerque Lodg No. 4;n, B. P.
. K..
Whit h will be held Sunday

OKLAHOMA.

Moskogee, Okla., Nov. 30. So fast
are prairie chicken, quail, wild geese,
duck and turkey disappearing in
Oklahoma that In a few seusons unless onu protection Is offered, the
state will !e denuded of all kinds or
game. In and out of season all kinds
of game U ruthlessly killed and r.o
attempt is ever made to enforce 'he
game taws. The rusthless UspolI-nien- t
of the streams, fields and forests has moved a number of sportsmen in the state to demand n rigiu
enforcement of the game laws, and
plans are now living formulated for
the proiection of the rapidly disappearing wild game which the first
slate legislature will speedily cnarr
into law.

at tho Elk's opera house. The
services will begin at 3 o'clock and BERNALILLO COUNTY
following the usual custom, the genera! iiublic is invitsd to attend.
The sirrangemenl
commit tiv, of
DISTRICT COURT
whkih O. W. St tilths is chairman,
the following well known busi-neand professional men: (). A.
Aft r a
of a couple of wveks,
MuUon, H. I,. Wah'libiiru. I.. C. lien-net- t during wliUii time Valencia county
and' lr. George Mel.andit ss.
conn was held. Judge Abbott resumed
Tho program:
Bernalillo couaiy court this morning
Overturn 'Iielida"
Orchestra by taking up the jury case of C. M.
Timor Foio ' Abide Willi Me" Doune Maetti vs. Schwartznian & With, in
Mr. F. W. Reynold.-- .
which the plaintiff se-kto recover
Oi. niag txi Tune. "Aubl l.ung
:'o. The ilainiiff alleses that he
Synej"
Orchestra I urchased eleven
head of catlle from
Greiit rultT of tile universe
Opiniaao Gutierrez, that the def.ml-ant- s
belngn
and
took them from him nml slaughl.iiok down upoa end bless our work tered them.
Tho dufeniUiiit claims
And l ail trior)- thine.
that the cattle belonged to them,
cluimir.
that th y bought the cattle
Oil, hear our prayers for the honored from Guienvz.
kiock & Owen appear for h dofeadants and Heacock
i.i
bearing
our
minds.
While
and l.auery are conducting ihe pros-ecTlu, nwinorieri graver m each heart
ion.
Syne."
r "Auld I.aug
Joshua A. Ray nobis hr filed suit
chaplain.
invucatu
ly
in the distilcl court agtinst Arthur
iuarte "NVarer Mv tin to Tine
J. Hamilton and ti:e National Surety
Dudley lluck linn sinie.it company to reprover $3itl.-7Seoit. .Washburn
which the plaintiff alleges was the
N' t Maynard.
rud
amount which he had to pay to comi:r. V". i. Tight.
plete u contract the defends at, Arthur
Hamilton, took and failed to comTeir SiM. The Hay is i::;,1ecl
H.lt!eU plete ia ereciin? a house fur
.
Mr. F. W. Reynolds.
Th. National Surety coiiipiaay
Itoikoloy tAuiiene- ojiuinui.
tiuni-hebond for Haii.illoii. H. K.
Kayuol.U apiars as attorney for the
IMtKIOIl.
('ruln-trMuair5,

-

i."
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-

-
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GAME

MS EOF
Fatal Wreck on the Southern

PURPOSE OF GUILTY PLEA

DISREGARDED TELEGRAPH

Railway Yesterday; Name'
Given as Mattox.

.

BLOCK RULESWELL

THEYMAY TESTIFY

Chicago, Nov. 30. Albert Young,
former president of the Teamster'
union, and three other men who were
on trial with Cornelius P. Shea, inter
national president of the Teamsters'
union, on charges of conspiracy connected with the teamsters' strike in
1905, today entered ideas of guilty.
How Young Betraya Old Friend.
The dissensions which for the last
year have prevailed in the ranks of
the Teamsters' union here, today
were carried Into the trial of Cornelius P. Shea, who, in company with
sixteen other meu, is on trial for alleged conspiracy in connection with
the great teamsters' strike. In June,
1905.
Albert Toung, former president of the Teamsters' union; William Kelly, business agent of the Coal
Teamsters' union, and William Murphy, said to be a member of the
"wrecking crew" during the strike,
withdrew pleas of not guilty and entered pleas of guilty. All of the men
declared their Intention of turning
state s evidence. The Incident caused
Intense excitement In the court room
and took the other defendants com
pletely by surprise.
Shea and Young bad for years been
close friends and worked through
number of strikes side by side. Since
the last convention of the Teamsters'
union, however, tney have been op
posed to each other.
A recess until this afternoon was
requested by the defense, and granted. The trouble between Young and
Shea resulted from the efforts of the
former to secure the presidency of
tne International Teamsters union.
He represented the element In the
uuion that opposed Shea and was ois
8atlsfled with the. latter's
method of
conducting tub Cblcago- - sUike, Sh
was
and Young then or
ganized the rival organization, which
Is know as the United Teamsters of
America. Since the creation of i- -e
latter' there has been bitter strife
among the teamsters, and assaults
and fights on the streets have oc
curred frequently.
--

d

Another Rounh Rider Found.
The president today announced tew
appointment of Joha A. Mcllhenry of
Louisiana to fill the vacancy on the
civil service commission, caused by
tlte promotion of A. W. Cocley to lie
assistant attorney genrrsl of .the department of Justice. Mcllhenry was a
member of the Rough Riders of which
Roosevelt was colonel during the
Spanish war. He is a democrat, and
his appointment
makts the board REVISED CASUALTIES IN
FATAL GERMAN EXPLOSION.
one. Commissioner
democratic by
Dortmund, Germany, Nov. 30. a
Black eJleo beJng of that faith.
revised list of the casualties resulting from the explosion on the night
Yarne About Tennessee Men.
Paymaster Charles R. O'Leary, pay of Novemlter 28. at the Wittn
factory, shows that thirty
otcer of the armored cruia; r Ten- Roburit
nessee, which, acted as convoy for the persona were . killed, sixty were
Injured and 180 were more or
Louisiana on file trip to Panama with
Tho town of
he p3idemt, came to Washington less seriously hurt.
from Newport News today and enter- Witten near tno factory presents de-a
sad scene of mourning .over the
ed aa emphatic denial of the stories struction.
that the wtokers of the Tennessee
tmtinior, making it necessary to put NOTED ENGLISHMAN HAS
ixty men in the brig. O'Leary says
DIED AT ADVANCED AGE.
rumors as to trouble ou the
ail
London. Nov. 30. Sir Kdward J.
TeainHwea are absolutely unfounded, Reed, formej-lchief constructor for
and that only a few of the men ape the British navy, is dead.
He was
now la confinement for minor of- lorn In 1830.

fence.

10

KNOWN

Against Shea. President of the In- Mattox Disappeared and Company
Has Been Unable So Far
ternational Teamsters' Union.
' In Trial Now On.
to Find Him.

which the
press campaign and public indignation compelled the military to make
lato the Lidval contract for the purchase of grain intended for famine
relief, In which Assistant Minister of
the Interior Ourko Is alleged to be
Involved, the sufferings of the strick
en population of the Volga provinces
On
have been greatly augmented.
account of the disappearance of Lid-vachief grain buyer, in the face of
threatened proceedings, the purchase
and shipments of sorely needed grain
have been suspended and a considerable time must elapse before new
contracts can be drawn.
Further
disclosures increase the gravity of
Gurko's action in awarding the contract, to Lidval. It also has developed that the profits-othe deal were
even greater than at first eupposed.
The semstvo convention of the neighboring province of Eula was able to
purchase grain at six and
cents per bushel below I.Idval's contract price, equivalent to over $4M),-00on the whole contract.
one-thir-

CLAIMED

SERIOUS

Young and Two Others Pleaded to Conspiracy In Teamsters' Strike In 1905.

THAT

President Adds Another Democrat Japan's Training Ship Will Start
on Extended Cruise Jan. 5. Unto Civil Service Commission.
der Admiral Tomeka.
He Was a Rough Rider.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 30. The
completed plans lor the organization
of the fighting vessels of the Amerl-owry la two fleets for service on
the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of the
United Stae in such a manner
that the whole force may be readily
mobilized In case of emergency
been announced by Hear Admiral
Converay m bis retiort. The concen
tration ot battle fleets In American
waters, and the assignment of all
vessels therein to the command of
one flag officer, will bo completed
aibout January ! He also says that
tho board of navigation has under
condderatioa. the withdrawal of mar
ines from battleships. He says that
their dutes can be performed by tire
blue jackets, and that the presence of
the marines U .frequently resented by
the blue Jackets. He believes coa- srejas should be asked to make an ap
propriation for official (entertainments
on board of naval vessels when seat
to foreign Chores. He argues that in
their duty of showing the flag and
cultivating frieadly and diplomatic
relations in foreign countries, the offi
cers, for this honor of their service
pnd aa appreciable amouat of their
own pay for entertainments, the ex
lense of which should be borne by

A BLOCK MAN

Willi DRIVERS

LA

Two Fleets to Be Organized. Assistant Minister of Interior
Sanctions S400.000 Loot
One For Atlantic and One
From Starving Poor Fund.
For the Pacific.

two
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KILLED

CRIMINAL?

Whom He Had Arrested as a

Secret .. Service
Gillette Remains Cool Thru Eight Railroads Have Already
Asked For Charters and
Three Hours or Close Cross
More Will.
Examination.

v

Officer.
TRAILING

NOTED

CRIMINAL

Such a Story, Now Comes From
BAY YEARLY OPEN ONLY
GOVERNOR PARDEE. FREES
Los Angeles People. Who
FROM JULY TO OCTOBER
PRISONERS TO TESTIFY
Claim to Know.
Quobtc, Nov. 30.-- 1. 'J"l?ViM;osoil
New Yen k; Nov.
of tht
most desperate prisoners in the city new route to Kiiroin via Hudson Buy
If the mystery
which now surat tent ion rounds the Identification of
Jsll at Loag Island City escaped from is attracting considerable
dead
that Institution and are still at large. in the Canadian northwest. Should man at Borders' undertakingtherooms
The first four prisoners to get ,out re- the proposed route be worked It will and who was supposed to be Charles
moved thie bars of their cells and of be the nt. ans of bringing Canada A. Culdwell continues to deepen, the
the window opening iato the corridor 1.000 miles nearer to Europe and by corpse will become noted, because
of the Jail at 2:30 this morning. Once the saving of price will give the farm- tho undertaker and local peace offin the yard they had only to climb ers of western Canada practical con icers, with the aid of Santa Fo Secret
the feace ind they were free. The trol of the grain markets of the Service
Officer
Williams,
have
absence of the men and the sawing of world. Up Vo th. present eight rail- worked all known clews in the hope
applied
to the Dominion of finding out something that would
the bars were unnotiotd1 when the roads have
government for charters for lines to lead to a positive identification
keepers opened the cell doors aad
of the
Bay
Hudson
from various points in dead IkkI', but all efforts so fur have
the other prisoners to go into
of
some
Canada and
oi failed.
the corridor at 6 o'clock this morn- the interior
them are now being built from the
ing. Six of tho iprlsomra ImmediateIt remained, however, for Ua Anwest.
enormous
tract
soutn
and
An
ly crawled through the hole In the
geles people to come to tho front
b.
by
country
tapped
of
these
will
window.
with a murder clew, as tho following
lines and no.iwltinstanding the fact article
from the Los Angeles Exambay only lasts
season
the
in
the
that
COULDN'T FAZE GILLETTE
iner of November 28 indicates:
1 to October 1. the shorter
from
July
IN TESIMONY HE GAVE
It is possible that Charles A. Caldrailroad haul will give, such induce- well,
30. Chester
Nov.
Herkmer.
formerly of Ios Angeles, whose
E. ments
easily
heavy
u
can
traffic
that
Gillette told his story of the death be develop, d. Huge storage eleva- body was found about twenty-livM.,
of Grace Blow a again today, thfe
will have
be erected at the miles north of Albuqu rqtij, N.
time l.i response, to questions put to tors
beside the Santa Fe tracks, neuny
tliie
railroad
the
of
end
but
lines
him by the prosecution, which picked
three weeks ago, came to his death
insurance aud storage rat-out every Haw in the tesiniony of added
will be offset by tho great decrease at the hands of a desperate criminal
the accused. For three hours District In freight rates. It is predicted that whom he had captured and whom
taking back east.
Attorney Ward questioned Gllktte the route, if found
rvlceable, will
For three weeks the body has been
nad to the surprise of every one In eventually, iiindle
amount lying
in the morgue at Albuquerque,
the room Gillette was as cool and of traffic of the western states ot
tele
confident when he stepped down at America aa well as that of Canada. while the authorities have
tiDt- enl es when ne walked Into the
all over the country trying
The Canadian Northern is building a graphing
establish the Identity of
court room this niorafng.
line from the Priace Albert branch to definitely
man and find his relatives.
and the Canadian Pacific and Granil theThe
clue was discovered ya
PRISONERS RELEASED TO
Trunk announce that they intend (erday first
when a telegram was received
TESTIFY AGAINST SCHMITZ building branch lines in the spring.
by the Examiner that among the dead
Sacr.atneto, Nov. 3(,. At the reman's effeuMt was a letter which statquest of Attorney Honey, Governor
TWAIN SEVENTY- MARK
ed that CaTdwel! once worked as a
Pardee
pardoned
Steffens
and
3o.-r-

Ten

e

v

s

e

ONE YEARS OLD TODAY.

Wyman, ballot box

quarantine

guard

In

Los

Angeles

ntuffers. in order
New York. Nov. 30. ..Mark Twain, under Quarantine Inspector George
that they may t tify agalast Schmitz
the prince of American humorists Is Miles, of the city health oftlc.
and Reuf at San Francisco.
It also was stated that a badge was
receiving the hearty congratulations
of his friends from all parts of the found upon the body indicating that
$3,000,000 EDUCATION
on the Caldwell hud been employed lu the
BUILDINGS FOR ALBANY. .continent and abroad today,
t
birthday. United States secret service, and that
Albany, N. Y Nov. 30. Plans wc, occasion of his seventy-firsevuity-onyears h probably was engaged upon detecreceived today for the new state Mr. Clemens,
tive work when he came to his death.
education buildings which are to le have been only mellowing in their
'Mr. Miles said last night he reeffect. The wonderful shock of hair
erected In tbis c'y nt a cost or
gray these several decades, membered Caldwell, who worked for
There are two competitors has been
him as a quarantine guard and whom
for architects in connection with the and any lines in his grave counte he always regarded as a most reliamarks of quizzical
pbas. The drawers of the ten hum nance areiononlyor the perhaps
of Inward ble man. He knew that he had been
meritorious plans in the first com- observa'
him after engaged in detective work and from
petition will receive $5oo each. Each laughter. Th years asfind man
a
could what he had told him he knew that
of the ten designers will then enter as widely varied life
have, a citizen of New York, and he frequyjitly went after dinperate
competiti
e

'

n

bud

will

1,00U

each. The board ;f award which is
composed .if lie trustees of public
buildings. Regent Albert Vanderveer.
the fctate commissioner of education
and the state architect will then
select the best three plans. The winner of the competition will be paid
at the rate of compensation sustained
by (be American Institute of architects and authors of the second and
third plar.s will receive $2.iimi ami
$1.0ihi respectively.
TO FINALLY STOP
ALL CHILD LABOR.
Washington,
Nov. 30 The bill

which Senator Albert J. Beveridge
will Introduce upon the opening day
dealing witli the proof congress
hibition of child labor is complete.
In its clauses the bill provides that
no railroad,
steambout or
other carrier of interstate commerce
shall transrt or accept for
the product of any factory
or mine that employs children iinOer
four ecu years of age.
trans-portatio-

n

this is probably bis permanent abiding place. He is domiciled In one
of those dignified old mansions on
lower Fifth avenue, in sight of the
Washington arch, which hold their
own against the encroachments of office buildings and the noise of business streets with a grim determination that earns for lliem added respect.
Mr. Clemens was born in
Florida, Mo. He is Jhst after recovering from his annual attack of bronchitis but states he is. enjoying capital healii.
SUGAR BEET
CROP IN OREGON.
I.a Grande, Ore., Nov. 30. Up to

RECORD

date fifteen thousand tons of sugar
have been pulled In the Grande
Rondo valley. Owing o recent rains
in the valley it is expected that
in trausjxirtatiou
will arise
but it would be safe to predict tha-- '
in this district the crop will total,
when all is pulled, 20,000 tons.
s

men.

I. N.
Strickler. of 13!t',i North
Spring street, also had known CaldI
well in ."s Angeles, and so soon as
ho learned that his body had
found in New Mexico, and was told
the circumstances, he said be had lit
tie doubt that the man had been mur-d- .
red.
Wat Trailing Murderer.
"As Caldwell was on the trail of a
man wauted for murder when I last
saw hlm(" said Mr. Strickler, "I think
he probably captured the man, and
everything points to the fact that he
was killed by the criminal. Caldwell
handcuffs and had
always carri.-two good revolvers.
The telegram
says no weapon was found upon the
body and there is no mention of handcuffs. The man probably got the better of him in some manner, aud after
taking his guns, placed th.- body on
the railroad track, where it would be
struck by a passing train and give
the impression that be had been run
over."
Mr. .Strickler said that Caldwell had
been in the employ of th." Thiel detect ie agency at Denver and had
been engaged in several imMrtaut
cases on this coast. He was not certain, but h- - thought his relatives

l'n

-

Lynchburg, Ky., Nov. 30. The accident yesterday morning near Law
yer's depot, on the Southern railway.
in which President Samuel Spencer
and party lost their lives, h declared
by the Southern officials to be due to
the fact that the block telegraph
rules were disregarded by C. D. Mattox, operator, who was In charge of
the night block at Ranoon, four miles
from the Lawyer's depot.
MATTOX HAD BEEN WITH
COMPANY FOR THREE YEARS.
Washington, Nov. 30. Superintend-ent- .

of Transportation Taylor, of the
Southern railway, said today .that all
efforts of the company had 'failed so
far to locate Operator Mattox, who
was operating the block signal tower
at the entrauce block in wb'ch the
Mataccident occurred yesterday.
tox had been with the company for
three years.

LIST OF DEAD HAS NOW
REACHED SEVEN IN ALL.
Lynchburg, Nov. 30. Investigation
Is being made today (nto the circumstances which led to the wreck' ofv
two Southern railway trains near
here yesterday, resulting in the
death of President Spencer and several other passengers, and injuring
several more. The death

follard, porter on. President Spencer's special car, and of J. W. Spaw.
a negro fireman, both' of whom died
In the hospital last night, swells the
list of dead to seven. It Is expected
that all others of the injured will recover. The escape of A. A. Merrill,
private secretary to President Spencer, the only survivor in the private
car but for one porter, was miraculous H!g teijurte pt f, not erions.
?

NEW NAUTICAL MUSEUM
FOR NEW YORK CITY.
New York, Nov. 30.' (Messrs. C.
Vanderbllt and - F. W. Bourne have
contributed towards the aid of an
endowment of $500,000 required, for
the new nautical museum which is
proposed to be erected In this city.
The full amount cf the endowment
has nearly been subscribed but an
additional sum will be required for
tho purchase of charts, models, etc.,
for the museum. The committee today announce!) that preparation8
were nearly complete and that the
institution would be placed on the
same footing as the Metropolitan
museum of art and tha American
museum or natural history and be
controlled by a eociety the city paying only for the buildings on Park
Grounds. The institution will have
a first class observatory, which will
be nt the service of. the public two
or three nights a week, and a nautical
museum containing models of all exdeisting types of vessels, signal
vices, nautical Instruments and historic relics which will attract the
public and be of additional value.
--

PENNSYLVANIA DEER
SEASON CLOSES TODAY.
Harrlsburg, Pn Nov. 30. The deer
season which closed in this state today, having opened on the J 5th, has
been very successful. Last year 300
deer were killed with the loss of only
three huntsmen. This )e&r, though
nre more
it hat teen conipiit.il
deer In the state ;lian fcr 10 years
previously, about the same number
have fallen. In Clinton, Centre,
Lyoming and Pike counties which are
well wooded, the animals were shy
and hard to prt at, and in the cen-tia- l
part of the state where thou
sands of acres of land have been
cleared ef timber, and are now covei-ewith shrub, careful stalking was
recessary. The excellent protection
thrown around deer and the restrictions imposed upon the hunters are
accountable for the great increasti
SOCIAL EDUCATION
of deer in the stale.
CONGRESS AT BOSTON.
CHANGE8 IN THE HEADS
Boston, Mass., Nov. 30. The SoOF THE BRITISH NAVY cial Education Congress commenced
Indon, Nov. 30. The Army and its anaual session In the Tremont
Navy Gaaette of toduy announces temple here this forenoon when there
the following chunges among officers was a large attendance of prominent
of high rank In the navy which will educators from all-- pans of the etates
Education for Citibe made in l'J07. Admiral Sir Pay In attendance.
Hort Bosanquet, commander In chief zenship" was the subject spoken on
of the North American and west In- by President Elliott, of Harvard. He
dian squadron, will be made com- asked the congress to consider If
mander in chief of Portsmouth. Vice children at present were getting th
Admiral Lord Charles Bores ford, com- kind of education that would enable
mander ip chief of the Mediteranean them in mature years to give the
fleet become commander In chief of right support to the state. The state
tho Channel fleet Vive. Admiral Sir he said, was the power to demand
Charles C. Prury Lord, commissioner and would demand that tne educa
of the admiralty will become com- tion necessary to accomplish this end
mander of the Mediteranean squad- be given to children. Governor Guild
ron.
Vice Admiral Sir Ashtrton G. and O. H. Martin, secretary of the
Curzon Howe, second In command of Massachusetts board of education,
the Chanael fleet will become com- spoke on the same subject. The othmander of the Atlantic fleet, and er questions for discussion are "the.
Rear Admiral F. C. B. Bridgeman, school us a social organization," "tho
serving In the Mediteranean fleet will school aud the family,1' and "commer
will
be made commander of the new home cial education." The congress
set until Saturday afternoon.
flt-t- .
d

REV. CHASE,

GREAT PIGEON SHOW
IN CALIFORNIA.
Cab. Nov. 30. One of

Oakland.
the largest pigeon shows ver held In
the west was opened here yesterday
afternoon under the auspices of the
California pigeon society. There sre
thousands of exhibits from all parts
of the western states and quite a
numler from New York and Boston.
Valuable silver cups will' be awarded. The subject of squab raising ns
a basin.' ss is receiving considerable
attention at present in this slate aud
at the show there is a large display
of the famous California
runt lieu
crosses.
NOVEMBER

CHICAGO

PASTOR, IS OSLERIZED
Chicago, Nov. 30. The Rev. Mr.
Chase, owing to being unable to
raise the amouun necessary to build
a new church and physical ability
to visit all his parishioners today resigned his pastorate in Oeference to
the wishes of the trustees of his
church. Ho is only sixty years old
the
and collected $15,000 towards
new church but the trustees thought
he was slow in getting in the other
H.Oiiii nec sHury atvd Osierized him.
It has been admitted that Mr. Chuse
was tn able preacher and active
minister' of the church.
FOXES PLENTIFUL

SALE

ON LONG ISLAND.
OF FLORIDA ORANGES.
Flushing. New York, Nov. 3u. Not slncu t lie
Nov. 3'L Farmers
freeze of 1S." has a larger quantity here are sustaining heavy losses from
NEGRO EXECUTED AT
of Floridian November oranges been (he great depredations of foxes which
WACO, TEXAS. TODAY.
disposed of here than tills month. have alrea ly multiplied during the
Waco. Nov. 3u. The negro, Jesse
OPENING F LIVFRPOOL
ears. The farmers have
carloads have past L-Washington, who was sentenced
Upwards o thIrty-fHto
COTTON EXCHANGE.
been sold up to date and there is formed a li tinting party und today
Liverpool. England. Nov. 30 The death by Judge S. R. Scott on Oct.
still a very active demand for the are scouriu? the woods with dogs.
new Liverpool cot Ion exchange erect- 2!'h for the murder of Matt Block
fruit. California oranges are coming It is said that the basing of the
was ojien on the night of Sept. 8. was executed lived in Denver.
ed at a cost of
woods by sportsmen
clubs, whose
Since Ids coned today before a large and repre- here tliii moiniag.
Service Agent J. F. Cronin very fclow aud have not yet flood-iSecret
the market as in past seasons (he members fcboot the game birds only,
sentative gathering of English mer- viction the condemned man has said last night that he was certain
aud prevent others from
chants and manufacturers by His shown great coolucss and before bis til:!' ('a. dwell never had worked for result beiiig that the Kloridan tofruit
$" foe
acc units for the increase ot
at from
finds a ready
ef execution inado a Matinent declarKoval Hiehness Prince
lie Kllilin :.
a lex.
(Continued on Page Five.)
W i'r,.
ing that be was inuitent.
.
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Influence they have had upon our
lives. Who can recall them and not
be made better by the tender recollections which they bring? And y t
rafcfikt Dally mi Wsckly By
sadness is th. ir usual accompaniTkt Citizen Publishing Company ment.
The other couplcti Oh how sweet
I
hrtaffiM far truimlHtoa Unack tlM and Joyous:
Mil M MtonS llM nttar.
"Good morning" greets the baby as
Its opens its great blue eyes upon
th" light of nay and mother bends to
take It to her heart. "Good Morning!" are the words by which fa'her
meets the family as one by one they
"Good
come from restful sleep.
Official Paper of Bernalillo County morning" are the g ntle words of
mother as the children, gather about
tad City of Albuquerque.
have Bpread.
the hoard her hands
f mm AfttrMoa DlipitthM.
"Good morning!" shouts the school
Urfad City tn Ctmty Clrculatt.
boy to his fellows as they tnter the
Tk ttrrnt Ntw Mulct ClKulitfoa,
yard gate.
liTMt North Arlroni CimlitiM. school
.lov comes with every "Good morning."
Who can Imagine that any happier
greeting could come from lips Immortal as they shout their words of
welcome to the rede mer of earth
when one by one they enter theli
eternal home.
"Good night,"
said, "Gotd
morning" sweetly joyous.

Stop That
rcva

Cough
in its inception

....

Syrup White Pine
and Tar

DELAYED

sw.-ctl-

SHOT BY

ACCIOENTLY

LAWMAKERS

FRIEND

Alvarado

WHILE HUNTING

SERIOUSLY
WARDER
WOUNDED BY COMPANION,

GEORGE

More Senators Than
Now In Wash-

Repre-sentatlv-

ee

Four ounce
size, full strength, 25c
will do it.

W. E. EDWARDS.

George WarThe other
der, of Springer,
of Sheriff
Littrell, of Raton, was seriously Injured by the accidental discharge of
a shotgun in the hands of his friend
and companion, W. B. Edwards, with
whom he had been hunting all day.
The two nvn had been on the Valdei
ranch hunting durlnig the day, and
were Just preparing to leave for
home, when the gun, which was a
hammerless one, was in some manner
discharged. Warder was about thirty
steps from Edwards whrn the gun
went off, and being directly in line,
the entire charge entered his body.
He was struck la the hip, the shot
ranging upward, nnd about forty or
fifty pellet striking him.
Mr. and Mrs. Marlon Uttr- II an- Dr. G. B. Kohlhousen, of Raton, were
notified as soon as the party reached
Springer, and an order was oWalned
for the Btopping of No. 3 at that station. The doctor found Mr. Warder
In a serious condition, and remained
until Sunday evening, giving him such
Mr. Lit- attention as he required.
rell and Dr. Kohlhausen returned
Sunday evening, but Mrs. Littrell will
remain for some time In Springer.
Late reports state that Mr. Warder
is doing nicely, and will recover In a
short time.

Pharmacy

Cor. Gold Ave. and 1st.

aft-rnoo-

ington Getting Ready.

son-in-la-

WANTED I'lnlng fom K'fl "J"1
chambermaid. Columbus Hotel.
Help rurmsTiea and emWANTKD
ployment of all kinds secured
promptly, fall on, write or phone
Colburn's Kinployment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
W'AN'l ED
Gentlemen's secoud'hand
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Sena address end
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
summer
WANTKTP:l'"'i0 secouu-hanWill pay fair
suits immediately.
prices for them. Call at Brown's
1
Cleaning and Pressing Works,
West Silver avenue.
WaNTEI l-- Tad y to advertise our
goods locally. Several weeks home
work. Salary $12 per week, $1 a
day for expenses. Saunders Co., D8
epartment W,
Jackson Boulevard, Chicano, III.
bTTy
must
boy;
VANTBDStrona;
have bicycle, to learn the business
nnd make himself useful good
chance fr a hustling lad; salary
Apply The
to start, IS.OO week.
Lea der. .til West Railroad avenue.
A.N
or gentleman of
ED
fair education to travel and collect
for firm of $250,000.00 capital. Salary, $l,072.uo per year and'
Salary paid weekly and expenses advanced.
References required,. Address, with stamp. J. A.
Alexand r, Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED Agents canvassers, mix
ers, peddlers, solicitors, mall order
etc., should buy Kramer's
, people,
Book of Trade Secrets. Regular
price $5.00, but balance of last
edition for $1.25 as loag aa they
last. Guaranteed. Order quick Sioux
Pub. Co.. Sutherland, Iowa.
trustworthy
Energetic,
WANTKD
man or woman to work in New
large manu
Mexico representing
facturing company. Salary $50 to
$90 tier month, paid weekly.
Ex
penses advanced. J. H. Moore, Al- buqu' rqne, N. M.
WANTED
Man wlia Jj.OOO or more
can secure Interest in good paying
established manufacturing business
Work is light. Salary $1040 per year
to start with. No trades. Don t
answer unless you have the money
Address Opportunity, care Evening
Citizen.
109-11-

I

MONEY to LOAN

com-Jnltte-

V

....

isWjawuu.stswr&jsmiH

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on

ALBUQUERQUE

On

SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time:
One month
to one year given. Goods remain la
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrow-

1906.

t9
NEW MEXICO
tm"Miiijnis.-.iH- i

Capita. ?M surplus, $100,000

ing.

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings,

INTEREST

ALLOWED

.

:

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

ji

r

1

With Ampls Means and Unsurpassed

5 Room House
--

close la, sewer connec
tions, city water.

Umk

On Ivowlands,

$1,200.00

1

This is a bargaJn for someone.

110 West Gold Ave.

A. MONTOYA

Facilities.

oauisseQ

Oil

Mwsmm&i

Slew

f

3fetso-

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

FOR TERFJELD CO.

Special Correspondence.
SUCCESSOR TO L. T. DELANEY
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Washington. Nov. 30. The majorREAL ESTATE
ity of the members of the senate and
FIRE INSURANCE
Full Set of Teeth
house evidently urn waiting until afA
ff
AND LOANS
$6 HT
Gold Crowns
ter Thanksgiving day i put In their
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
appearance
in Washington.
There
ALBUQUERQUE
215 W. GOLD AV.
W
Painless Extracting ..,..600
re no 6lgns of life around the capl-to- l
and very few of the member
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY
have returned to Washington.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Work in th apprpriatioas
of the house will begin In a
LAWYERS.
Tew daya whefl the subcommittee
in charge of the legislative bill, the
Ira M. Bond.
largest of the annual budgets, will
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
begin the framing of that measure.
N. W., Washington, D. O. Pensions,
The .members of the subcommittee
lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
Mesara, Bingham, of rennsyl- letter patents, trade marks, claims.
B.
COPP.
Wanla; Llttauer. of New York; Drlck.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMLTO BUILDING.
R. W. D. Bryan.
of Indiana; Burleson, of Texas, and
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
IJvlngston, of Georgia. Clerk Courts
que, N. M. Office, First National
DOING THEIR DUTY.
FOR Rt.1T.
of the committee, has obtained esBank building.
timates for this bill, and has a printScores of Albuquerque Readers Are FOR RENT New
house,
E. W. Dobso.i.
ed working copy ready for the comLearning the Duty of the
modern. 618 North Sixth street.
ATTOP.NEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
mittee when it begins Its session.
Kidneys.
KOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Mr. Courts and his assistants are
with board. 422 North Sixth street.
new engaged on the district approDENTISTS.
kidneys'
is
blood
To
the
filter the
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room;
priation bill, which, probably, will be
duty.
gentlempa only. 723 West Copper
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
the second to be reported to the
When they fail to do this the kidavenue.
Dental Surgeon. '
house.
neys are sick.
p
2
member-sniRooms
and 3, Barnette Building,
to
prportlon
total
Ia
the
Backache and many kidney Ills fob FOR RENT Brick house of seven over O Rielly'a Drug Store. Automatic
there are many more senators
rooms, modern, furnished complete,
' low:
phone 238. Appointments made by
In the city than members of the FEDERAL GRID JURY
Inquire Citizen office.
Urinary trouble, diabetes.
mall.
house. Those who rave reopened
RENT
FOR
SALE
Furnished
nil.
OR
Doan's Kidney Pills cure them
their residences or returned to the
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
tent house. Apply 1109 East Rail
our
people endorse
Albuquerque
are: Blackburn,
lty permanently
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
LAND DEALS claim.
UP
TAKES
road avenue.
Kentucky; Burkett, Nebraska;
hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Mrs. W. C. Wood (W. C. Wood, em FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
Montana;
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. ApMichigan; Carter,
rooms for housekeeping. 524 pointments made by mall.
Clapp, Minnesota: Culberson, Texas; COAL LAND PROPERTY RIGHTS ployed In the Santa Fe railroad Si.ops)
residence 720 South Broadway, nays:
West Railroad avenue. Inquire at
Cnllom. Illinois; Elklns, West
DR. D. E. WILSON
INQUIRED
INTO
BE
WILL
"When ou a visit io Fall River, rear.
Poraker,
Flint, California;
Dentist.
AT CAPITAL.
Mass., I learned that Doan's Kidney 'OR RENT Four-rooOhio; Fulton, Oregon; Hale, Maine;
cottage,
fur
Rooms 10, 12, 13, Occidental Life
necessity
a
Pills
household
been
had
HeyHansborough,
nished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten Bldg., Cor. Railroad
North Dakota;
avenue and
Is manifested
at In that city for years. Naturally
Much Interest
minutes' unllr frnm atrppf car lln. Broadway, Albuquerque, V. M. Ofburn, Idaho; Knox, Pennsylvania;
MeCJumber, Santa Fe in th meeting today of the when a person hag backache them- FOR KENT OR SALE House at 202 fice hours, 8 to 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P. M
Lodge, Massachusetts;
North. Dakota; Martia, Virginia; Mor- special ieuerui grauu Jury, which selves and friends, acquaintances and
North Edith street. Inquire at Old Colo. Phone, 129.
gan, Alabama; Proctor, Vermont; will probably begin investigating the relatives continually insist that a
Town postofnee.
ScoU, West Virginia- - Spooner, Wis alleged unlawful coal land holdings particularly remedy shall be tried, you
PHYSICIANS.
a
RENT Pleasant, airy, well fur
FOR
course
who
to
of
the
consent
Dr.
H.
at
take
last
ana
others,
Sloan
of
J.
consin, and Sutherland, Utah.
rooms,
with modern improve
nished
DR. R. L. HUST.
In these days when eo much is control large holdings in central New treatment. I used Doan's Kidney Pills
ments. Apply at store, 522 East
Office, 6 8, N. T. ArmiJo Bldg.
It was summoned to meet and they stopped an aggravated atheard of the encroachment of execu Mexico.
many
only
Marquette
avenue,
one of
corner of north
authorities tack of backache,
Land offlc
Tuberculosis treated with Hightlve power in congress, the utter last 'May.
Broadway.
Frequency Electrical
others to appear which have occurred in the past. When
Current and
ances of so profound a Jurist as for cited Dr. Sloan and
I
brought
a
came west I
with mo
show cause why their land hold
FOR RENT Several pleasant, neivly Germicide. Treatments given each
iner Associate Justice Shlras, of the and
Pills,
not be cancelled, several dozen boxes of Doan's Kidney
furnished rooms, with bath and day from 8 a. m. to p. m.. Trained
United States supreme court, are ings should
long before they were so extensively
mouths ago.
electric light. 519 North Second nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
worthy of careful consideration.
present.
as
at
United States Attorney W. H. H. known in New Mexico
street.
During the past forty years, or
UNDERTAKER.
in
I
present
when
have not the slightest hesitation
will likely be
OR
KENT Cheap:
New
since the civil war," said Justice Llewellyn
Jeuuin
exstating that I know from
Colo., Red 115
house, four large roorus, furnished Auto, 'phone 316.
Shlras, "the influence of the execu the grand jury sits and it is said that publicly
witnesses are to be examined perience as well as observation that
A. BORDERS.
By owner. D. H
or
unfurnished.
tive branch of the government has thirty
matabsolutely
depend
this remedy can be
Club Building. Black
I)eiupsi, 1112 South High street. Commercial White
been steadily growing. Of course, in connection with the coal land
in ed upon in all enses of kidney com
Hearse, $5.
and
men of strong individuality at the ter. The grand Jury proceedings
FOR
RENT
rooms
Houses
and
store
ago
or
causing
were plaint
backache, lumbago,
Albuquerque some time
head of the executive branch make stopped
ARCHITECTS.
twelve;
room
also
store
with
home
In
Byniptoms
which follow
the
because It was said to have other
it seem that they have arrogated been in the
room connected. W. H. McMlllton
wrong district.
wake of that far too prevalent
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
more power to themselves
than
211 West Gold aveuue.
according
present
Jury,
grand
The
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
or
beginning
usual, and from the
7a
FOR
things
50
Apartments
ilE.N'f
report, will tak up other
Par 'hones.
For sale by all dealers. Price
the government, they have always to
View terrace, eight rooms each
Co.. Buffalo,
in connection with the holding of cer cents. Foster-Milbur- n
been so accused. Of Washington it tain
steam
CIVIL ENGINEER.
and
heated,
agents
all other modern
for the United
other New Mexico public lands. New York, sole
was said 'hat he would strive to
H. H. Tilton, room 19,
conveniences.
of
will
probably
until
It
States.
the
end
sit
not
king;
make himself
but be did
J. R. Farwell.
r.rant Block.
Remember the name Doan's nnd
and the republic went on. Then, too, next week.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
take no other. 12.
FOR RENT A six room two-stomen out of office always find fault
NOTARY PUBLIC.
brick house, corner of Seventh
with those in office. I do not ex SUFFERS FROM OYSTER
Mrs. Bambini, at ser parlors. No.
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
pect to see any man on horseback
pre
K. D. Maddleon.
avenue,
Thos.
209
is
West Railroad
at Lonimori & Matteuccl, C24 West
In our country for a long time to
Office wlbh W. B. Chllders, 117 West
pared to give thorough scalp treat
Ti.ierns
avenue.
come. If our public life became cor
SHELL IN HER THROAT ment, do hair dressing, tro- -. corns.
Gold avenue.
rupt and debuched, people might
FOR KENT Nicely furnished rooms,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
$1 2." to $1.50 per week; 23c to 50c
turn away from political affairs in
Famous Strike Breakers.
gives massage treatment and manicurdisgust, leaving room for a despot;
The most famous strike breakers in
Also rooms for light
I'er night.
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
man
George
Horton,
wife
of
The
con
no
signs
of
are
such
housekeeping.
but there
a
Minneapolis the land are Dr. King's New Life
The
,
cream builds up the
dltion. The growth in Influence of ager of the stre. t railway, at Triul-dad- of complexion
House, 524 South Second
street, Pills. When liver and bowels go on
at. her home iu skin and improves the complexion,
critically
ill
is
healthy
executive
a
been
has
strb.e, they quickly settle the trouble,
the
Albuquerque,
M.
N.
Injurious.
guaranteed
not
to be
that city. Sunday evening while and is
one."
and the purifying work goes right on.
orepares
tonic
that
a 4alr
also
TOR SALE.
Mr. Shlras Is in Washington on his eating oysters Mrs. Horton suddenly She
Hest cure for constipation, headache
hair
cures
end prevents dandruff and
FOR SALEFlneplano,nearlynew.
way to Florida from his summer choked and had to leave the table.
and dizziness. 25c at all druggists.
out; restores life to dead nair;
315 S. Third street.
honie la northern Michigan. The for She coughed for an hour or more, and railing
superfluous
removes
moles,
warts and
mer associate Justice is not a politi two physicians were summoned. Her hair. Also a face
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
TneganTKnabe piano.
powder, a freckle FOR"sALE
Call 513 South Broadway.
clan. He never attended a politi throat was probed, but nothing could cure
cure.
pue
pimple
cure
and
and
cal meeting but once, and that was be found.
SALE The l.nsud ranch, or Department of th Interior. Fe,United
Since then Mrs. Horton has been All of theje preparations are pureiy FOR
N. M.
States Land Office, Su::ta
when Senator Morton, of Indiana
win
exchange for city property. Adaa
vegetable
compounds.
just
Have
Nov. 27, 1906.
made an address before a meting in growing gradually worse and has
158,
dress
box
city.
treatment
bea
ded
vibrator machine for
Nollce is hereby given that the folloPittsburg, on he slavery question been suffering Intense pain. It is
cure of wrinkles FOR SALE A good span of horses, wing-named
claimant haa filed noHe smarted in the practice of law lack lieved that a piece of oyster shell has of Isscalp, faco and rheumatism,
pains
surrey
It
also used for
lodged In her throat and that an
and harness. No. 523 East tice of hLs inteniioa to make final
la 1867. within one year of half
massage
Railroad
and
avenue.
proof In support of his claim under
century ago. "lawyers are probably operation will be necessary.
n
FOR SALE Saddle pony; also sce-on- d sctloiis 10 and 17 of the act of March
less profound than In my youth
drug
any
to
it
this
out
Cut
and lake
Chapped Hands.
hand buggy a- -ii harness. W. 11.
lSitl (26 Stats., kit), as amended
bald he. "because they have ltecome
Wash your bands with warm water, store and get a free sample of ChamMc.Million. I'll West Gold avenue.
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
more like business men, working for
Tablets.
Liver
Stomach
berlain's
and
financial results, and promoting en dry with a towel and apply ChamberSALE All the furniture of a Stats., 470) and that said proof will
For biliousness and constipation they roil
four-rooterprlses.
With some notable ex- lain's Salve just before going to bed, are
house, nearly new, In be made before Silvttro Mlrubal. I
tuc
Improve
unequaled.'they
and a speedy cure is certain. This
S. Court Commissioner at San Rafael,
ceptions, they are not the
K'loii condition. 209 North Arno.
The
and
"digestion
strengthen
N. M., on January 5, 1907, viz: Matia
lawyers thev were. They have be- salve is also invaluable for sore nip regulate
FOR
Foiirteeii-rooSALE
house,
bowels.
liver
the
and
come specialized. A lawyer . mut ples, itching piles and skin diseases.
Concho of Lasuna. N. M., for the
funil.-he-d
or
unfurnished,
electric
condense more today than formerly; For sale by all druggists.
Imlit, city water. :il3 S. Third St. SE 14, Sec. 2V T. In N.. R. 7 W. N
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
M. P M
the bench would be tempted to laugh
trs Vi. A. Schach
at liut- - to be washed over. Imperial Laun- SAKE"
"FOR
GCCCNESS
at an oratorial display. Ilusiness ttrnul Hread.
uanieti ihe following witnesses
I dry Co.
Kll SALE OR TRADE Fi ft em to Heprove
are
method prevail, quick results
his actual continuous ait
room
house No. 724 South Second verse possession
wanted, and the average lawyer lias
said tract for
street for property in California. twty years next ofpreceding
go so deeply inU
not the time
the sur
Write
John Krlck. 4nt East Second vey of ihe township, viz:
the case. Yet principles are not forstreet,
Umg
Heaeh,
California.
.Insi-eitgotten, for it Is said that one can
Ross, of Seama, N. M
FOR SALE Majority of nUx-not try a promissory note case any
in es- William Pais-anoof Casa Rlanca, N.
tablished and paying vcrtail busi- M.; Martin Luther, of Cast Rlanca,
more without raising a consti liiional
ness.
lneoi'iKirated.
Owner wishes N. M., Yamie II. Leeds, of Seama, N.
principle."
5B
to leave city. Address No. 112ti, M.
aiiy Citizen.
As every part of the body is dependent on the blood for nourishment
Any person who desiris to pitWest
T
and strength, it is necessary that this vital fluid be kept free from germs, Poll SALE General
iuercliaudie
against
the allowance of said proof or
business on the El Paso and South- who knows of any substantial rcusou
impurities and poisons. As long as it remains uncontaiiiiuated we are forwestern In eastern New Mexico. under the laws and regulation of Uie
tified against disease and health is assured ; but any humor or impurity acts
Stork $15,000 to $20,000. Fine op- interior departmet why such proof
injuriously on the system and affects the general health, or culminates in
(By the Rev. J. H. Phillip.
portunity for right party. Can ex- should not bo allowed will bo givea
Pustular eruptions, pimples, rashes and the
"Good night" and "good morning." some special blood disease.
plain good reason for selling. Ia an opportunity at
theThe sweetest couplMs of all the lan- different ekin affections show that the Mood is iu a feverish and diseased
c:ility healthiest in New Mexico. Ad- time and place to
guage.
coudition as a result of too much acid, or the presence of some irritating
Inquiries
dress
to
this
witnesses of said claimant,
The lover, as he leaves the side. t humor. Sores and Ulcers are the result of morbid, unhealthy matter in the
&a. R. Kelley and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
his promised bride, takes the maid blood, and Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula, Contagious Blood Poison, etc., For sale RaucR.
and Mins haviug sold all their stock thai submitted by claimant.
en s che. k between his hands aim. are all deep-seateblood diseases that continue to grow worse us long "s the
are now offering their fine stock
MANTEL R. OTERO.
Vressliig to her lips the honest, man Impurity or joison remains in the circulation. Some persons are born with
Register.
ranch for sale. It Is the best
ly kiss of affection says, "Good an
we see the effect manifested in various
blood
and
in
the
hereditary
taint
In
country.
Has
the
No. 1021.
ranch
holding
claim
Small
night."
weak, glands
two good wells, one of them has
The mother, as she lays her baby in ways. The skin lias a pallid, waxy acaraiice, the eyes are developed or
fully
windmill and surface tank. It Is an
Closs Can.
Had
the crib and smooths the ringlets In the neck often enlarged and usually the body is not blood.
ideal sheep range. Pottotllce, Datil,
In all blood
A dangerous surgical operation,
from i' brow, kisses its lender cliek strong, because it ha always been fed on weak, impute
county,
M.
N.
twenSocorro
the
into
Ranch
the removal of a malignant
troubles S. S. S. has proved itself a perfect remedy. It goes down
mid says. "(Wxxl night."
ty miles west of Datil.
eicer, as larne as my hand, from my
I he
Christian father, time worn circulation and removes all poisons, humors, waste or foreign matter, and
daughter's hip, was prevented by the
Nothing reaches
of life pure and
and weary wiih the toil of life, comes makes this
STOLEN.
application of Bucklen's Arnica Salve''
to its evening time, ami as Hie vision inherited blood troubles like S. S. S.; it ret.uves every particle of taint, STOLEN A Napoleon bieycl
new says A. C. Silekel, of Miletus, W. Va.
of earth scenes lade away and ttv purifies and strengthens the weak, deteriorated blood, supplies it with the
Re! urn to Trot.tci
Hawkins and Persistent use of the Salve completebright light from out ilie open
ir healthful properties it needs and establishes the foundation for good health.
leeeive reward.
ly cured it."
Cures cuts, burns and
laid of the glory world breaks
Contagious
Rheumatism,
Scrofula, Sous and I Lers, Skin Di. eases,
' 'Si
25c at all druggists.
rile," uuder diroei ion of Prof. J. aijuries
bis enraptured sight, waves his ham! Blood Poison Catarrh.
an d all blood diseases and disorders are cured permanently K. t'rum at the opera house December
to stricken loved ones aboui his bed
by S. S. S. It is made entirely of Toots, herus wild bails, and is the King 4. It is tho latest up to lat
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
and says, "Good night."
Btxjk on the blood and nnv medical advice desired
A powerful caste. Excellent Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
sacred
What
memories cliis'er of all blood purifiers
Imperial Laundry Co.
oi
THE SWIfT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. CA.
about these words. What a refining sent fret.

li
(AQ
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.

FESTIVE TURKEY

y

FRIDAY,

flCLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

THE EVENING CITIZEN

Our

CITIZEN.

and

-

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DnWCTOR3
Solomon Luna, Prefciuent: W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier- - W J
Johnson, k sst Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solo-- "
won
A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

OmCERm AMD DIRECTOR
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3
President
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vice President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
R. A. FROST
.'.Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director

five-room-

U. a. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchisoa, Topeks

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

no

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Bur-Tow-

ed

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Vir-tnl-

...:'

CAPITAL
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wor.J

We Want Your

Banking Business
.

DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Miera.
D. H. earns. J. A Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

4fi-4-

Wholesale Grocers

ry

e,

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
f

"OLD RELIABLE."

aLa,

t-

PURIFIES

THE BLOOD

I

above-mention-

crks-exam-i-

ed

--

inelo-iliuin-

l

lie-n- a.

B. PUTNEY

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
.

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

AVENUE.

'J

C4K4O400KCSO000KK
el. C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loOi.s best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime. Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doers, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

RIO GRANDE J,UMBER CO.
General Betldfng Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

d

health-sustainin-

1873.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

ni

--

ESTABLISHED

Both Phones

THE

Third and Marquette

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqoette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

ft
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errace Addition Improvement Company
30 to (SO Per Cent Discount
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HE BOARD OF DIRECTORS of our company has instructed me to realize A CERTAIN SUM OF MONEY from the sale of lots in the
anutt i l ruasiBLii 1 livitL. in accordance with these instructions 1 have marked upon a plat in red ink a greatly reduced price upon
EVERY SITE ON OUR SELECT STREET, SILVER AVENUE. These new prices will hold jrood only until this sum fa obtaW:
when, without notice, the former prices will be restored. Here is the best opportunity for investment ever offered in this city as the rapid advancement of
lots on this street is an absolute certainty. The lots were reasonable at the former prices, but at these prices they are great snaps. The improvements on

I

the addition, and especially on Silver Avenue, will go steadily on.

Slflore Than SCO

Large Shade Trees Will Be Set Out

on Silver Avenue and in the water plant park in the coming month of March, and with a thorough knowledge of the requirements and an abundance oi
water, 95 per cent of them will grow from the start, and any that die will be replaced as it is the intention of the company to keep a man constantly employed on Silver Avenue and the park property.
'

THE WATER (SYSTEM

IiS

PERFECT

lateral running from the
Every site has a two-inc- h
h
main to the property line, and the power for pumping is paid for eight years in advance.
The building and all other restrictions as now incorporated in our printed deeds, will remain, but no one has to build until they get ready.
The location, together with these restrictions, will make any vacant sites there may be on this street very valuable in the next few years, as the
supply is extremely limited, and no matter how much the city may grow and how many new additions may be platted, nothing to quite equal Silver Ave- nue will ever be offered again in the city of Albuquerque.
five-inc-

Building and Loan stock pays eight per cent, or at least it has paid about this in the past It may or it may not pay this in the future; it certainly won't
pay more. Savings Banks four per cent and Real Estate Loans eight per cent You certainly know that a five hundred dollar investment on Silver Avenue
will net you more than forty dollars a year. I have never sold a piece of property in this city that did not net much more than eight per cent, and this is the
best thing I have ever offered. Come quick now, and if you have not all the money at present you can buy on partial payments.

M P. STAMM,

C3

Brooklyn E'ridge In Danger?

READY TO FIGHT FOR
RIVER AND HARBOR BILL.
Washington, Nov. 30. There was a

special meeting of the river and har
bor committee today called by Hep.
redentutlve Burton for the purpose of
deciding the place .The proposed new
hill should take In forthcoming legisdecided to
lation. The committee
report
make a determined attempt
tho bill to the housev, before Christ-man- .
It is expected that the measure
will tarry $50,000.MHt or Si;i),(i!iU,.
anIt is
chiefly in authorization.
nounced that a river and hiirbor congress will b held here at the beginning of congress which is expected
to Hive on impetus tq a demand that
International improvements be Riven
equally with other
consideration
needs requiring appropriations In this
se.HMion of congress.
This movement
has always been shelved by house
leaden until all big appropriations
woer out of the way so the river and
harbor interests had to tafce what
So while tho navy bill has
beeu carrying $100,000,01") year after
year river and harbor bills have been
kept down to $25,000,000 or $.10,000,-00- .
Ita promoters are. determined
that it will run through .this session
as the preliminary work on the b..i
is complete.

3M

mJOWDS

We are In a position to make you prices on Diamonds that will save
you money. We have a lot of unredeemed Diamonds
that we are sell- -

15 PER CENT LESS THAN WHOLESALE PRIC
See us before you buy. Unredeemed Watches, Rings, Jewelry, that
will make excellent Xmas presents and we will gave you money.

Tht Man You Can Trust

1

la Railroad

Avanum

MAN HAS
A FAITHFUL FIANCE.
3). A year ago
Nov.
Cfctaw,
N.
S.
Honheiaer was arrest-

CHICAGO

ty

I:

ed on a charge preferred against him
who is
lT Ula uncle, Simon Strauss,
prouulent of the private banking firm
company,
H.
of
W. Strauss and
of
bariat; obtained from the firm a sum
of $260,000 by a system of "check kiting." At that time Hoffheiaer was
cngafiod to a young lady named Ethel
.lacoba and (he marriage was Jo take
place on the date of the formers
Thre were numerous delays
ivfi
If ' "I t
in connection with Hoffhelner's trial
and it was not until recently he was
IF IjUOOKLYN lminr.K suon.i)
arraigned,
and, after a lengthened
caulks would snap AND THE TOWKKS WOULD
hearing wtis found "not guilty" by Special Correspondence,
snare
its responsibility, i,ut a ,lln. terrific strain.
Never before, howthe juciy and discharged, lioffheiner
who are in any way responsible ever, has such an admission come
and hU fiance then announced that j New York. Nov. 30. There is a ers
present
for
the
conditions.
from an aut hortative source and iVhjsc
their marriage would take place on 'possibility that, between the hours of
The statement was made in n f employed by the city have long been
the rf.ut:e date but a year later, and 7 and .i a. m. or 5 and 7 p. m. some
crence to the Rrooklyn Rapid Tian- - put to their wits" end to contrive
yesterday tbe wedding took place. At day, the public will be
startled with
companys vain effort to control some measure of relief.
the i1.;;;!,' of his arrest lioffheiner was
president of the Twentieth Century the news of one of the moot terrible the constantly growing traffic on he
Wi hln two years a m cond bridge
(.,..1 Pjtlll
c..n
i.nirmitis nm
III II
calamities in l.is'.ory.
Soap company, and it lias been
joins has been built uiid opencib across the
and Brooklyn.
Hinct- tinder the name of the
with
This aiarmiig statement is based Manhattan
. East river, joining Manhattan
Vicl.l v Utl.l
IIK.rnlnn
.
m. .
Manufacturing conipan.
n lien I.1...
Hotfht ir.t-iiiiik; ...1..
.i.n iiiwi
Willlamsbufg section of llrookthe
Vice
of
W'i
the
ds
uMn
Admiral
ilr,,K ,f workers are misslnv i. ami lyn, at a cost of $17.iMiii,t)00. a third
He now intends
ilt vo'c all his cner-uv- s
John F. Cahlerwood. of the Urook- - from their places of employment 4 ",rt bridge
in expanding l'te company.
is now in course of construcw hich elevated cars, each wHi-hi..l.vu Rapid Transit company,
.n,,.t
tion and a fourth proj"cted. A tun
in.Oa.OiMj
towerou
leases
railroad faeilties
pounds, and 3oi surfitre cars. Del under the river is also in course
A CANADIAN HUNeach with a weight of 43,uuii pounds. of construction, but n attic continues
GARIAN DEPRIVED. ing Iirook!,n bridge.
This
pass
l:
s.il
is
what Calderwoo.l
Oituiv;i,
over the swaying suspension in 10 increase rapidly.
ov. "o
VinrUttr Maygar,
"While tho operating department the course of every do nilnu'fs. P
H
Hungarian, who was sentenced to
In the course of earn 24 hours no
is
l
in
no
pres.
way
responsible for the
roughly estimated that the weight less than half a million people cross
(Kuth f. r the minder of .lames C.ii.ir,
cm
bridge.
liroeklyn
conditions on
of these cars, with their passengers, Hrooklyn bridge. It is not uncoma it.:
bt 11, u firmer of Krobeber, for
can r.--t assured that we are is more t.ian 4ii,iit)tl,iiuo jiounds.
be Klin working an-- .m li wle.tn he you
to be upon
mon for 50,1100 people
k(eping
the
shape
records in such
From time to lime for years there tho bridge at one time during rush
bad a di. ptt'e ov( r wages, has been
tin.in
that
not
calamity
event of a
have been alarming
reports
reprieved and will undergo a t'rin only
that hours.
the men who are in d'.iect con- llrooklyn bridge
was
Ttie
of imprisonment for lif v
gradually,
Engineers declare that the heaviest
wUh
nection
will
this opt ration
though surety, giving way under this strain up; n the bridge is upon the
'J
liarttueut cf jus'ic refenil"
a large commi:t'e of lungai w
by the HuiiL-arii'i-i
eeiis'ii,
vIki ionabie ami the cxhibi s large and ppechmiits of these classes ever exMr. Freyizciln'ii, nt Toron'o,
tensively, has employed a large numbegged cleuietu V for their ' Oiilitrv of a very superior class. There is hibited. The show will remain open ber of boys to exterminate the ro.
man
f.r a capital exhibiion in the Scotch until Ih cember 1st.
Today was the (hit
dents offering them a nalty of live
Muyur'4 :! .11 ioncents for each rat. while Calhoun
terrier, poodle, wolfhound. Irish
county has offered to pay ten cen s
bull lerrior and English frheep MUSKRATS OVERRUN
ARISTOCRATIC DOGS ON
A TOWN
IN IOWA, more.
SHOW AT PHILADELPHIA. dog classes. Tho judges lnchid
Nov. :;. The some ,f the best known dog fanciers
PhU.i.'.eil.lnH. i'a..
City,
l.sk"
la.. Nov. liu.TliU town
ii.iinial dog Niiow which opened in the . ates, royally heading the has become so honeycombed ahd un- WHITE AND COLORED
here W'c:!m'.-iia- y
ELKS AT LOGGERHEADS.
atteriioou liteli r the list in the person of the Princess lie dermined by n.i!Skra:s tha Ihe watt r
A bill has
aiih,i.s f the Phiiadelphht Dog Moiitglyon, forineily attached to the from Lake Cu t k has inundated the Portland, Ore., Nov.
Show
e!alion in the iloriicultural personal suite of the "Queen of Eng- cellars, and threatens serimu damage been prepared and will shortly be
hull t,o proved to be a far gi 'attT land," who is Judge of
to
to the heavy buildings. So ; teat has introduced before the legislature
and poodles.
The piincess has the lieen the damage done ha' tin rail- prevent 'the proposed organization or
succeris than any of its predecerioi-sTh a.'f nd.iiice was large and fash- reputation of having bred the finest road company, which is suffering ex a lodge of colored Ell s. The legis- -

fall the
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TOWARD THE RIVER.'
four great susiiension cables, each
lfr'i inches In diameter. Tho length
of eac h single wire in these cables
is :!.".7s feet and fi inches. The ulti-1ate urengih of ach wire is estimated at 12.000 tons. Each . cable
con'ains 5,2'JO parallel galvanized
steel oil coated wires, closely wrapped to a solid cylinder. Tho permanent weight suspended from the cab
b s ix 14.t;.v tons.
li llrooklyn bridge should give way
according to the speculation of engineers, it would likely be duo to a
snapping of one or more of the cables, with the os.sibillty of tho towers caving in toward the river. Tho
lower on the Manhattan end of the
bridge contains 4';,'J4i cubic yardu of
masonry. The llrooklyn tower con- tains s.btio cubic yards. The height
of Hie e towers is 1:78 feet. Tho
the roadway to the river
taiice
feel.
is al ut

'lr

J

XJ.
COLLAPSE

MATES CHEERFULLY FURNISHED

J.

L. DELL & CO.,
122

1

(lis-fro-

EVERYBODY INTERESTED IN THE
GAME MUST LEARN THE NEW
RULES. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED
IN OUR GAME OF DOING THE
BEST PLUMBING WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES THERE ARE NO
RULES TO LEARN.
WE HAVE
ONLY ONE THE GOLDEN
RULE.
ENTRUST US WITH YOUR PLUMBING AND TINNING WORK.
ESTI-

(Eighty-fiv- e

West Silver Avenue.

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Conceded today to be the best in the wcrld

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY nY THE...

WHITHON
MIJHIC CO.
(Establisned 1882.)
Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in music
a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay-

frm

ment plan.
116 South Second street.

Albuaueroue. New

Melm

1

-

Ki-rio-

chow-show-

-

s

will lie asktd for a pcrpe'ual
Injunction i i resiraiu colored men
thu oflicial button,
from wearing
In
this
or tfxiili ot Elkdoiii
ba.lL-- .

latin.-

Highland Rooming House

Rico Hotel and Bar

MRS. M. E. HEINDL, Prop.
No. 111 North First Street
& LENCI0NI,
DlNELLI
Proprietors
JUST
ACROSS
RAILROAD
THE
II, Ceoi gia Caine. May
l.ilii.iii Uu-WINES,
LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
Irwin and a host of oilier actresses
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
to ' l.ii'" ttlil be on exhibition toPut Up for Travelers.
gether with New York society wcnieu New Building, New Furniture, Steam
ui ih. yearly horse show this wek.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
Everything
Heat
and
Connected
will
horses
also
Some
With the Place Brand New.
as an excuse for tho display
ROOMS BY DA V, WEEK OR MONTH
A Citizen Want aJ do
of hcii'i'v and tine dresses.
tne wort
st a

e

THE ALIiUQUERQUf:

CITIZFN.

Fubilfhed Dally end

By

The Citizen Publishing Company

American people will rejoice when the chnngn shall bo
fully accomplished, for next to tho Pullman company, the
express companies are the most Ruleless and grinding
nin!ioiM)lies with which the general public has to come
in contact.

CITIZEN.

FRIDAY,

a
Eastern plate mills have advanced their prices
ton, but as they frequently obtain premiums over the
regular mill price this does not necssarlly presage a
Prtaldent.
general advance. The advance In finished steel products
on this movement may be confined to those In p!pe,
THAT CONTEST MATTER
sheets, tin plates, wire 'products, hoops and steel bars
An editorial In the morning paper yesterday, which which have been made In the past few weeks. Such la
paper has the impudence to K;se as an "independent the prediction of an eastern exchange, and it means that
republican,'' takes The Citizen to task for Riving the the present almost prohibitive cost of building small
aubfitance of speeches made In the meeting of the dem- houses as homes by the laboring classes, will be conocratic central committee, held In this c;ty on Satur- siderably Increased.
day last. It further more assumes to advise the republicans In New Mexico on what It Is pleased to terra
thinks that the incompeThe Pueblo
"'very poor party policy," and yet there is not a re- tence 'of many of our lawmakers in congress as well as
publican of any prominence in the territory, who has in the legislative bodies of the individual states, and tho
been active In behalf of the party, who during the haste with which large quantities of
laws are
past year has escaped vilification at the hands of this enacted every year and inflicted upon a patiently suffer
republican
organ
masquerading In stolen
democratic
Ing public, are among the causes responsible for many
clothing. Under such conditions It; Is but natural that legal tangles and squabbles and endless litigation by
the republicans of New Mexico pay no attention to reason of the difficulty of properly interpreting the meanIts traitorous advice, even though it may aspire to be ing of the laws.
the personal organ, for i'he time being, of Governor
Hagerman. The Citizen uses the expression, "for the
Mayor Sirhniltz declares that he found no graft in
time being" advisedly, for that paper a: the first oppor- 'Frisco. He must lie a stranger.
tunity will turn and letray the governor as it did
Rodey and Andrews and many another who could be
Caruso has a kick coming, The police wore not
mentioned.
for pinching him.
fined
Aa to the statements made in the democratic comaction of which the mornmittee meeting, for the
ing paper makes itself sponsor. The Citizen's informaTne 8 ONE OPINION GIVEN WHY
and trustworthy.
reliable
tion was perfectly
statements attributed lo the spenkers, w.h reference
JOINT STATEHOOD FAILED
to Governor Hagerman, were made substantially a)
published in The Citizen. If Governor Hagerman does t00091OCOOX)XXXXOOOOOOOCOC000B
not make himself like the morning paper, the parSo much rank nonsense is written about New Alex
tisan supporter of the contest against Delegate Andrews, the statesmen on the democratic committee will Ico that the following by Arthur Chapman iu Ridgway'b
is refreshing, says t he Daily Optic:
be grievously disappointed.
Undoubtedly the real reason for the overwhelming
The Citizen has not attributed to the governor any
utterance or act whatever on the subject. The Citi- defeat of the single statehood nr asure in Arizona, ami
zen hopes that the governor will disappoint the dem- New Mexico's luke warm support of the proposition at
ocratic malcontents who are fomenting this contest. the election of November 6th, can be found in the abidHis district attorneys, who hold office at his discretion, ing faith of both territories in their ability to come Into
he union as separate states within the next five years.
and the courts of the territory, sjiould be funy competent to deal with all persons charged with crime.
No person who has studied the advance of the great
Hence, there is no reason not even that of good gov- southwest In the last d.cade can say that the hopes ot
e, the double stateho' d advocates
are based on anything
ernment or purity in politics why the governor
as the democrat speakers represented him as but reason. Today no part of the country Is developing
anxious to become, a partisan in a conteBt which Is so fast as the southwest. Homesetkers are pouring
to be decided by congress, In order that election frauds
the most favored portions of New Mexico and Arizona
in a steady stream. The Santa Fe railway, which forms
be Investigated and the perpetrators punished.
The Citizen In its editorial columns has several the chief connecting link to this land of promise,
times said that neither Delegate Andrews nor the re- breaking al! records in the number of new settlers it is
publican committee seeks to shirk or evade any inves- carrying.
Homeseekers' excursions are run twice a week from
tigation which may be made. They stand ready and
points in the middle west, and are patronized by thouwilling to meet the Issue fairly and squarely.
Norv must it be forgo'.ton that In the speeches sands. Public lands are being taken up In honi' steads
made, the democratic orator3 asserted that they wouw by men woho have posted themselves as to the various
have the governor's support, not In the Investigation ways of making not only a living, but an independent
and punishment of frauds but to unseat Delegate An- fortune, In fjho country that was once looked upon as
desenti that never could be reclaimed.
drews, that the governor would use his Influence with
Some settle
President Roosevelt and congress to compass that, re- n the fertile valley of the Pecos, in the remarkablye ar
sult. This is trying the case in advance. This is not tesian licit near Roswell, N. M. Others cast their lot,
benches, knowing that scien
the Interest ot an ardent patriot with republican per- unafraid, on the semi-arisuasions, interested in good government; but it Is the ific dry farming will assure 'them- more than a mere
'
"
position and aim ot an Intense partisan. Yet the demo living.
Even the once shunntd. country near the Texas
crats and the morning paer assert that the governor
line, where the pioneers left tneir lionea strewed along
nill play this role.
An instance is
If the democrats and t'heii' daily organ in this the staked plains, is thickly settled.
city, while looking to the governor to give them aid Roosevelt, county, N. M., on the arid plains in the eastern
nd comfort in this partisan contest, choose to put him part of the territory, where as late as 1900 the whole reIn the false position described above, The Citizen as gion within the limits of this great county was totally
a republican paper can but deeply regret It, while it unappropriated. Today more than 2,000 quarter sections
devoutly trusts that he will neither accept the character are occupied by settlers, who are in th" most part enIu the last year
gaged In fanning without irrigation.
nor allow it to be imputed to him.
or two it has been found possible to irrigate, as water
Indeed, the
has been discovered at no great depth.
TO GET THE BUSINESS
sinking of small wells is going on successfully all over
The Citizen commends to the consideration of Albu the southwest, and water is almost invariably found
querque's business people the following article from the where, a few years ago, no one would have had the
New Mexican, premising that this paper feels no little hardihood to look for it.
The result,, when denatured
discomfort at the apparent Indifference of the business alcohol makes cheap pumping a possilrility, is sjMethir.g
circles of the town to the expansion of tfie business ter- beyond conjecture.
ritory of Albuquerque, which expansion can be secured
In Ave years New .Mexico has increased in popula
only through an overhauling
the present discrim- tion from 200,000 to 300,000, or more than SO per cent.
inative freight rates into and out of this city, and which By the census of 1900 Arizona was credited with a popuoverhauling of rates can be secured only by an Earnest lation of 122,931. In six years I:. has jumped to 2oi,ntw
and united effort on the part of the business people ot and its resources have just begun to be exploited. There
this city. But here Is what the New Mexican says:
is one project alone in Arizona, which, when ompl' ted,
The El Paso Herald Is agitating the project of build will reclaim 200,000 acres of land, capable of growing
ing a boulevard road from El Paso to Las Cruces to be any or tne agricultural or horticultural products ot tnc
Zones.
This is the great
used by automobiles and. then to change it into an elec temperate or
trie railroad. The Herald urges action and thinks the Tonto or Salt rivr dam, on which the government has
road should be constructed at once in ojyler to be ready now expended over $3,000,000 and will spend $l,ouo,ooi
This Is the
for and catch the great business that will develop in the more before the project is completed.
Mesllla valley by the construction of the Elephant butte greatest water storage enterprise in 'the world, eclipsing,
reservoir system, which is scheduled to commence at th famous Assouan dam in Egypt. The great lake that
an early date. The Herald is a very live and energetic will stretch behind the Tonto dam will have a capacity
paper and believes In energetic action when such 1s for 1,300,000 acre feet of water or enough '.o spread
necessary. From a New Mexico standixiint generally the that many acr'.ta a foot deep. The dam, which is being
plan does not. strike one as any too good, but from a built of hard sandstone, laid in concrete, will be 285
local Las Cruces and Dona Ana county view, and espe- feet above bedrock and 200 feet King at. the bottom
cially from the El Paso side, it must be acknowledged of the canon. Unlimited horse power will be d- - veloped
that It is all right. The New Mexican believes in home by this grea' dam, for manufacturing purposes. This.
trade for New Mexico, but It may be presumed that there project alone will bring Arizona many leagues toward
la no way to keep El Puso out of the trade of the lower the single statehood she desires. New Mexico, also, .haa
Rio Grande valley and adjoining counties in southern several government schemes under way which will aua
New Mexico unless the larger trade centers in the upper thousands of acres to Its Irrigable area.
In no place are there such opportunities for the
Rio Grande valley make a strong and determined effort
to procure some of the business. Heretofore and under development of crops and industries that a few years
existing railroad rates this has not been possible. That ago woud not have been deemed possible In the United
It may come about under the operations of the new inter" States. Dates, olives, pomelos, or grape fruit, and
state commerce law, and with a fair adjustment ol orange are successfully raised in Arizona, and the govprobable. At. any ernment is working out experiments that will give the
freight rates to New Mexico points,
rate. New Mexico commercial centers should try. There southwestern husbandman rare crops that will yield
certainly can be no harm in doing so, and the results enormous profits. Ostrich breeding Institulhns In Ari
may lie favorable.
zona, and the largest ostrich farm outside of South
Africa, is located near Phoenix, whre over i.ooo birds
eitlzeu are herded in fields like cattle. 0 riches yield $30 a
The death of any prominent and
is always a matter of regret, no matter when nor where year in plumes ami tnrive in their soutnwesH'rn environ-nientIn New Mexico, which is pushing .uontana for
he dies, but in the death of H. H. Tiltou this city has
sheep producing commonweal' h,
been especially bereaved. He was a man who easily a place as the bairnmade friends and maintained them without difficulty. fancy brands of she p and Angora goats are being raisIn fact, it
He had added largely to the material interests of tills ed, and are enriching the experimenters.
city, and he was one of the most conspicuous examples would appear hat there is nothing that wo! not thrive ,
may prolong his under the magic of th- - soil and climate of the sotitn-vof the way in which a heal'
est
life. When he first came to New .Mexico, lie was ap
Il
The southwest is a bind of intense Americanism.
patently in the very last stages of consumption, but
instead of sitting down, brooding over his condition and is said here is a greater proportion of college graduates
hastening his death by every means in bis power such mong the people of Arizona than in any tit her population
as moping around the house and excessive use of alco- in til- - world. New Mexico lias a large Mexican populacitizens,
holic stiniulan's Mr. Tilton began at once to lead an tion, but the .Mexicans make loyal,
active and useful lite, taking all t lie outdoor exercise and .hey arc doing great work isi the uplluiiig of tin.
possible, and observing temperance in eating and drink terriloiy.
The trouble with Arizona and New .Mexico lias beeu
ing. Tims lie prolonged his life and beeame' an activt
that neith' r has been understood. I is only within reand useful member of this community.
cent years that the eyes of the American people luive
been opened to the possibilities of the states within tin
'
The postudice depaitmeut has made another of in region once, known us the Great American Desert, it
nilly rulings. It is that iu the future the postofiice will
took a long time to convince pimple that Kansas, N
erect no more general federal buildings, but only si rue braska, Colorado, Wyoming,
I'tali, and other western
lures entirely devoted to the postotllce service, such states were habitable. The southwest, though first to
buildings to lie economically constructed, one story high be opened up with the old
Santa V trail .suffered long
and U be for utility rather than show, or as Secretary er from this ignorance than the country to the north.
rittsbuig.
Pa But a.! last Arizona
Shaw called them in his recent visit to
New Mexico are coming to their
Commenting on this, ihe New own. The public and
postotlice work-shopgrasped
has
the real signflanee of oMexican says that Denver, on the other hand, when con- bligation, of dry farming, and what
to live
it
gress appropriated half a million dollars for u postotlice where there is
People no
.sunshine most of the year.
or
would
course
iu
idle, was under the impression that it
longer content themselves with the mere gazing ut
time get an architectural monument to house not only
ruiiis of New Mexico
the Per rilled Forest and
the postotlice but other fedeial offices, and therefore its (Jarnd ('anon of Arizona. and
They realize i.iat tlKTe are
congress to change the wording of the oilier
people will
wonders of a fertilo land, needing only, the hand
law from
xistoftlee" to "federal building." it Is a sub of man to convert
it Into a paradise.
jwt in which Albimucrque, also, is Interested and which
It Is the knowledge of these things that makes
may bear looking into by its business men and Commerof Arizona and of New Mexico content with
cial chili before it is too late.
the ami statel d verdict at the poll last election day.
Iu place of a single slat- - of unwieldy siae, the south
The moveiiieiil lias begun in a Inch railway compan- west will give the liaUon two great stat-sand lhat
ies will cany on ibeir own express business. The Rock shortly. New Mexico will not have to surrender her
.
Ki
Island and
roads have laUcn the initiative, and historic uaine and th.. priceless traditions that go with
the CIiIcumo. .Milwaukee L St. I'aui lines are soon to fol- it, and Arizona will com,. In'o the sisterhood of states
low. This ahould have beeu done long ago. In fact, it without the sacrifice of a single atom of pride. Few
Is strange that the railroads ever allowed this important years will be rt quired to demonstrate that both these
part of .their business to pass out of their hands.
The commonwealth cannot be denied unrestricted sta hood
Star-Journ-
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OUR
OYSTER

PATTIES
CHEESE STRAWS,
MOCHA CAKES,
MOCHA SLICES.

CNRnffi2M

ETC.,

MACAROONS.

In

In

are some of the new things we
are making.

Our Christmas stock is
larger this year than ever
before. New stock arriving daily. New and exclusive designs at prices
less than our
d

In-t-

)

New Arrivals in the

Grocery Dep't

1

1

STUFFED FIGS

one-thir-

SMYRNIA FIGS,
baskets
NEW DATES
NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
NEW MACKEREL
NEW HERRING
NEW EDAM CHEESE
NEW SALT CARDILLS
NEW ANCHOVIS
In

fi

Ua--

t

4

J

competitors, on account of
being just over the line
from the high rent district.

Furniture, Crockery

-

SKMUBBSILSBIMMBMlHSU

Jaffa Grocery Co.
"Good Things to Eat"

"5

Glassware
;

fe-"-

'"

MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY

AE

1HEY

RECEIVED.

House Furnishers

N6 breaking in

needed

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

SOLOMON

1

House Furnishers

T. C. NEAD, Tressurer and Manager

LUNA,

For tho
Best Line of

.semi-tropi-

r

"Itben'sV
y ....
.
U'ttn tne toot"

r

Ls
wrjr-

..)-

'Ji.'oW'jl.:'

The flexible sol Red Crosf
Shoe is c o mo rlab ie from
the start.
The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on hei 1
feet for hours at a time with
comfort.
A stylish
shoe

that's

absolutely
comfortable

vJL

in Albuquerque
See Ours
1

MclNTOSH HARDWARE GO,

C. H.

CARNES, O. D.

Scientific Optician

well-know-

.

.

Cuff

STOCKS

Be sure and see us before you
entertain. ,

shoul-becom-

you

Clothing, Furnishings

al-

NUT

o
o

A

we

good.
If you

O

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Recep-

Such as

xxxxxoxxxxxooooooooooooooo

'jlcnt

We Keep It Up

B.R.

up to the highest.
by using

ROSENFIEID'S,

Cma
Bluckir,

y;

SEE
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
121 West Railroad Ave.

on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
408

Jap-a-la-

Railroad Avtnua

MERCHANT

M.

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$6.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
$6.50
PER TON

c.

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,
OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM-BINI, PROPRIETOR.

WOOD
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD

uiercbaot tailoiing shop is
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR
over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where 1 solicit the patron&go of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasag I have tad bfteeu yearn' experience in the business. Suits mado
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
tj order. Clothes cleaned, pressed aua
repaired. The specific 1 use will not
Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
injure tbe cloth. Iadle)' garments BREAD and take no vther.
also cleaned and walking skirts mads
Hard foul liunicr.
Son our
lo order. Give we a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
Hii. Imun U Zeiiriss.
My

's

John

S.

MOUTH

118

W. R. R, Ave.

Custom work

BALLING, Proprietor
(Successor to BalllDg Bros.)

SIMON

riRBT BTRCEJ.

WEDDING

COAL

Headquarters for Low Prices

Association Office
Transactions
Guaranteed

Boot and shoemaker.

PIONEER BAKERY,
207,

Thos. F. Keleher

W.

rff

EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

New Mexico

Brushes and

,v

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHAN6ED

not only in mixing and baking, but to order. Repairing a specialty. Prices
reasonable; satisfaction guaranteed.
also in taking care of and selling
- o
103 North First Street
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
PIONEER BAKERY

High Shoes,

$4.00 and $3.50
Let us fit you.

AND

R. MATTEUCCI

The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

Oxfords,

Albuquerque

of our bread
This is possible

TRe Best Flour,

St, R'J
Coil

TICKETS

We keep the quality

$.f.oo

f

,

30, 1606.

THE JAFFA oo
o
THANKSGIVING!
o
Grocery Comp'y. o
o
o
o
Ready for
o
"Good Things to Eat"
o
o
Thanksgiving?
o
o
DRESSING isn't half as important as dressing for the turkey
o
and
For
Festive Occasion, when that noble bird is the center of attraction
o TURKEY
business is dressing Men and Boysfrom the Sack Suit for business to
o Our
Clothes
for formal Evening Dress. We have everything in Apparel that a man
o
Special
ask for, and it's ready for you at a minute's notice; ready to put on and
o could
o wear without any more delay than to find your fit and please your fancy.
Occasions
o
o
Partie, Dinner,
o PEt,A?8JLUlRJL8PMWQAT
new Hat, maybe possibly, needing a handsome Tie
make
tions, Luncheon, etc.,
to order any special article
GlJ?lH,Dre8s. Sh,rt or the Collar and
o
stock
SHY IN TOGGERY!
needs replenishing etc., etc.
fact, if
may require and make them
ing anything r Clothes or Toggery, we're at your service with the "best" at a modest price.are want
want
new novelty,
o
something every one else does
o
can make it for
not
glad to offer
o SHOES
suggestions. Our men are
o
ways at your service.

W. T. MoCREIGHT,
Buslnesi Manager.

a.-.-k

NOVEMBER

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

$2

W. 6. STRICKLCR,

EVENTS G

ALBUQUERQUE
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Beaven

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
Bottled

In

Bond.

CAKES A SPECIALTY.

We desire patronage and ire guarantee tirst class baking.
i07 South First Street. Albuquerque.
ELITE

THE
NEAR

ROOMING

HOUSE

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
i. E. GALLOWAY. Manager.
MUSIC LESSONS.
Prof. N. IMMaui'o, the violinist,
ives lessons on the violin and
Guaranteed to be the best
teachfr in Albuquerque. Anyone desiring lessons address general delivery, city.
'

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KY.

MELINI & EAKIN
Sole AgenU.
M. At.
Automatic Phone, 199.

Albuquerque,

nian-rtoli-

n.

ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORKS
ie the place to get
i
BICYCLES FOR CHRISTMAS.
Asenls for the t'olumbta. Rambler,'
levelaud. Tribune and Crescent
Biiyeles.
F. S. HOPPING,
321 South, Second.

FRIDAY.

ALBUQUERQUE

30, 1906.

NOVEMBER

A. & M. COLLEGE

IB

.

Slippery Field Was Against Shows In Figures How
Will Bob Up SeFleet Boys From
renely.
the Hill.

THE

SCORE

WAS

23

Farmers Still Fetaln Intercollegl-fit- e Two Theories About How Expres
sion Came Into GenChampionship
eral Use.
Cup.
With the Farmers bucking the Hne
lighter
battering,
incessantly
th
team, tram really loath to receive
their attacks, ami the Varsity using
its flse--t barks and aJl the tricks the
new rules permit of and the forward
and back pn;is, the A. & M. college
team o Mesllla Park secured me
foot ball
1906 Intercollegiate
or New Mexico by beating
the University of New Mexico yesterday by a score of 25 to 5.
The weather was very nleusant and
fully 7.ri(t enthusiasts witnessed the
e
game. The Held, nowever, was a
slippery as a rusnlt of tne recent
wot wentht's-- . which proved nome-whof an impediment to the Varsity
eleven, who were relying cn spit-d to
Hoore. for they had little prospect of
wlnninc. It ws acknowledged that
'
t'he college team was the stronger of
the two. This was proven last year,
when the same teams played a 40 to
(t game, the loy
from the hill getting
the 11 1Mb end.
But fleetnes. whs' not. all that was
needed, tlmugh several times the Varsity backs got around 1he ecds for
good gains atid three times worked
the forward pass with great success.
The enthusiasm of Che Varsity rooters afforded them much help, and the
yelling only stopped when the voices
became hoarse. The halves were
tweuty-fiv- e
and thirty minutes. With
minutes of play and the
the fifty-fivtime taken out, the game lasted from
3:30 until 5:30. but Interest never
lagged a moment. The first half of
play was exclusively on the Varsity's
territory, and it was evident from
the beginning that they were dcstin
l to defeat, though for twenty minutes they held tho Fanners away
from the fioal. Twice tiie Farmers
carried the ball down close to the
Varsity goal to Jose It on downs. Then
again they lost It at tlw: goal line by
a fumble that resulted in a touch
back but no score. But after this
disastrous result, tihe Farmers took a
brace, "and by a succession of line
Imcks for gains from five to fifteen
yards each thty made the first touch

Here is a system for working out
r,
"skiddoo" la numbers. J. P.
who represents tne Meyer
Brothers Drug Co., of St. lxnils,
sprung It on several traveling men
at a local hotel this nuirning.
.'Skiddoo," of course. Is a synonym
for the mythical "23." In street par
lance 2nd bad Spanish, either or both,
ars. supposed to mean "get out" and
"vmt," respectively.any
number beThe rule Is. take
tween one and ten, add one, multiply
by 9. erase the left hand figure, ald
14, then add the number you originally selected. The answer will Invariably be 23 or "skidoo; that for you."
Mr. Goodlander declared he has
taken very number between one and
ten and the answer Is invariably the
much need "23." "1 have spent hours
trying to figure out the reason for It,"
he said, "but to no purpose so far as
All
an explanation is concerned.
I know is that tiie answer Is '23'
every time.' '
This is a problem one of the traveling men worked out. He sekcted
8 and added 1 which made 9, thia multiplied by 9 equals 81. By erasing the
left hand figure he had 1 remaining;
14 added to this gave ihdm 15, then
adding 8, the number he selected, the
result was 23.
The numbers 1 and 10 are exceptions to the rule and will not produce
the result.
The birth of "23" and "skiddoo" appears to be s much of a mystery as
ever. The eastern newspapers have
sought to trace the origin of the expressions and numerous explanations
have been offered which multiply" as
the discussion continues.
(iood-lunde-

cCwini-jilonsh- ip

m-tl-

e

down.

When the 'Varsity got

the-ba-

in

ll

the latter part of Cie first half they
did a succession of end runs, with
crtsa cross plays behind the line that
gave them their only score. On the
kick off In t?ie last half the Farmers
nvsde a touch down In just three minctf 'play.
The gains ,were made
by line rushes and a forty yard run
by Elliott.
This gain, , with some'
clever work by Miller and Captain
Redding formed the features of tne

ute

Farmers' end of the contest. Galles,
Heald, "Utt!e" Ptavy and Tascher

were the lions in the eyes of the
girls weaning the Varsity colors, and
the support given by their fair ad-- .
wonderfully.
mirers
"Hoht them, Varsity, hold them,"
they' yelled, and on several occasions
tiie Varsity
responded
heroically
against the odds of about ten pounds
to the man.
One enthusiastic young man wearing the Varsity colors yelled for
Tascher to give them tome
play and Tascher did. by making
tiie Varsity's only touch down.
A inception was tendered the visiting team last night In the Elks' club
rooms by the University
students.
The event was a most pleasant one,
and the college boys returned home
last night, a little sare physic-tallbut
happy, carrying with them fondest
memories of the pilgrimage. The
championship cup will still remain an
ornament, to the college club rooms.
How tlwy lined' up:
College Fraker, center;
Brown,
right guard; l"avila, left guard;
Stoneking, right tackle; Sullivan, lett
tackle; Elliott, right end; Carrera left
end; Waddell, quarterback;
Milkr,
right foal; Ames, left half; Redding,
fullback.,
Varsity Selva, center; Kmmons,
right guard; Crawford, left guard;
right tackle;
Peavy. left
tackle; C. Heald, right ml: Oalles,
left end; Tascher quarterback; Allen,
right 'naif; K. Heald, left half; Gonzales, full back.
speet-.r-ula-

VETERAN NEWSPAPER

SUFFERS

r

IN

JAW FRACTURE

COL. MAX FROST BELIEVED SUFFERING CAME FROM TEETH-GOVERGOES TO .RATON.
NOR

Col. .Max Fri.st. the veteran editor
of the New Mexican, is suffering severely from a compound fracture of
til- - jaw. Consultation with u dentiat
developed that h.n suffering was not
due to defective teeth, as be believed
at first. Yes erday his jaw began to

j

Two More Theories.
The attention of .Imlee Crawford
and Chief of Police McMillin was di- rected to the little arithmetical oddity
this morning at the city building.
where ther was a dearth of business.
The suggestion that perhaps, the
were possibly brought, into
general use from foot ball signals
elicited two more theories as to their
inct ption.
Judge Crawford declared he was
under the impression that after Jack
O'Brien defeated Bob Fitzsimmons in
thtir little fistic argument at Frisco
O'Brien, who is something of a swell,
returned' to New York and attempted
to stop at 23 different hotels that the
"400" are wont to frequent and that
he was told to "skiddoo' at all of
Ukiii when it became known that he
was a prizefighter.
Chief McMillin said tho expression
originated earlier to.ian that. When
the Snita Fe was first built, the Bide
tracks were constructed the length
of 22 cars and of course wnen some
unoliserving switchman
would at
tempt to crowd another car onto the
track there wouldn't be room enough
for it and the car, which was in the
way, would have to be hauled off the
side track to make. a clearance. An
extra car watch could not be handled
on a side track caused a lot of trouble and it. was objectionabie; these
wer.-- invariably labelled "23" and the
crept into general use as a
slang term.
"Wiiether the side tracks were
realiy built to hold only twentytwo
cars I am not prepared to say," declared the thief. "But that's the way
the origin of '23' lias been explained
to me.''
exM-cfcslo.- i

FUNERAL

AT

THE

OF COL.

KILLED

Blankets, Comforters
and Pillows

(Continued From Page One.)
the government and he was posl'uv."

CREAPi

that he was not connected with the

ODDITY

ARITHMETICAL

5 AN

TO

23"

TILTON

TEMPLE, ON
NORTH THIRD STREET, AT
MASONIC

1:30 O'CLOCK.

I. ate yesterday
afternoon a telegram was received from Mrs. Kenyon
Bishop, a sister of Col. H. H. Tilton,
deceased, stating that it would be
for her to leave New York
city until Sunday, and as she could
not reach the city, should she make
all connections and the trains were
on time until Wednesday evening following, it was thought advisable this
morning to have the funeral and burial on Sunday afternoon, Dec. 2, at
1:3u o'clock.
The services will .be
held at the Masonic Temple, on
North Third street, ami all friepds of
the deceased are Invited to attend.

secret service.
He said he thought
Caldwell prolably was an employe of
some private detective agency, and
thought he had friends here who
could tell abouti his eastern connec
Hons. Inquiry had been made concerning Caldwell by a woman living
in Home town near here a short tim
ago, but he could not remember the
name.
Captain A. J. Bradlsh remembered
Caldwell. He said he (had be n engaged here as a private detective and
had made application for a place on
the IocrI force, but he had failed to
pass the examination.
It s probable that the friends or
Caldwell In
Angeles will take
steps toward locating his relatives in
the east with a view to solving the
mystery of his death.

HAVING

Made from pure, grape cream of

hot-bread-

Pmec

CONTEST

11

NOTE-

kino powocn oo.
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CHICAGO

' RESULT
IF THE
COURTS
AGREE
WITH
HIS
CONTENTION OF ILLEGALITY.
FARMERS HAVE BEEN
The announcement that Hon T. B.
Catron will contest the election of E.
CHALLENGED BY A. A. A.
A. Miera to the territorial council has
occasioned little surprise among politicians who live in tne Duket City, as
Manager Frank Houston of the Ait was generally understood that Mr. lbuquerque Athletic Association
has
Catron would take such a step iu the written Coach Miller of the Agriculevent of his defeat.
Esqulpula Baca tural college for a foot ball game to
will also contest the right of E. C. be played here Christmas.
The col-leAbbo:.t to his seat in the house. Both
das the strongest college team
candidates were elected upon the reg- in the territory, and after watching
game, in which they deular republican ticket, which, under yesterday'
the recent apportionment of Governor feated the Varsity team by at large
Hagerman, are dually represented. - Roore, Mr. Houston says that hs be
The reapportionment was contest- haves that the A. A. A. team and
ed by Mr. Catron, who was turned the Farmers would make a hotly conThe answer of Coach
down at the I.as Vegas convention as tested (tame.
Miller
awaited expectantly. A
the regular republican nominee. He Christmasis game
would help some la
failed to secure a favorable decision the way of amusement..
conin the courts with respect to his
tentions that the redlstricting was ilGet your orders in early and you
legal and his efforts to force the proIk? disappointed.
bate clerk to put his name on the re won't
Red Tokay Graiies.
publican ticket were also unsuccessBlack Emperor Grapes.
ful. These and the allegation that
White Almerina Grapes.
the ballots were illegally printed in
California Tomatoes.
form, constitute Mr. Catron's chief
Green Strips Beans.
grouniiti for contesting the election.
White Wax Beans.
The opinion is rife that in the
Green Lima Beans.
alleevent Mr. Catron establishes his
Green l'eas.
gations the effect will be
Green Chill.
change
to
operate
the
since it will
California Head Lettuce.
the
result of the entire election in
Cauliflower, Radishes.
political union. Its
Santa
Cucumbers, Celery, Young Onions.
effect will also be felt in the territorBananas.
ial election, in view of the closeness
Oranges.
of the race for congressional delegate
Apples.
between Andrews and Uirrazob). The
All kinds of Nuts.
plurality of 221 votes cast in the two
Raisins, Figs, Candy, etc.
for Andrews would be
counties
AT MALOY'S.
changed more than that number for
Larrazolo. ' It. would virtually elect
every candidate on the conglomerate
PLEASE TELEPHONE, YOLO ORticket.
DER IN TO J. W. ANDERSON
&
CO. AND GET EVERYTHING YOU
WANT FOR A GOOD DINNER.
go

Comforters

YOU

E.

BLACKBURN

DISBANDS

JEMEZ FOREST
SERVE SURVEY.

IN

RE-

Blackburn, of the United
States geological survey, accompanied by Charles V. Jamison, of Albuquerque, and S. B. Dennagon. two assistants, arrived here last ' night from
the Jeniez forest reserve, where Mr.
Blackburn has been collecting scientific data for the preparation of topographical and timber maps of the reserve country.
Mr. Blackburn
left Albuquerque
last July for the Jemez reserve with
Having coma party'of eight men.
pleted the work there, the party has
Mr. Blackburn will
been disbanded.
spend several days here completing:
his maim, with the addition of minor
details not added In the field, and
straightening out his accounts about
which there is considerable red tape.
i.Mr. Jamison,
who was formerly
connected with the engineering department of Ihe Santa Fe. will reMessrs. Blackburn and
main here.
Dennagon will go to Death valley.
Mr. Blackburn stated the government
proposes to have recognizance maps
made of the famous California desert.
maps ure a
"The topographical
guide for geologists which can be
taken into the field," said Mr. Blackburn, in discussing the purposes of
the reserve survey. "YVe have leen
working in what Is known as the
Gallinas quadrangle, latitude li'l, longitude ltio degrees, 30 minutes.
"From here I expect to go to I.as.
Vegas for a time, where we have
sort of headquarters, before leaving
for Death valley.
I'm glad to get
back in town again, but when it
comes time to leave, I'm always just
as glad to get hack into the wilds."
J.

E.

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

$1.00 to

y

ALBERT FABER
....
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

WANT

Staab Building

To All Our Old Customers

TO MAKE
If you do write the Occidental Life
Insurance Co. for full particulars of
their inducements to energetic men
and women to sell its new guaranteed
dividend policy. Some of our Rales-meure making $200 a week! Why
can't you do it? Perhaps you can if
you will try. We want a hustling rep
resentatlve in every town in New
Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
quick schemes or gift enterprises but
a straight out. and out guaranteed
contract from start to finish. Easy to
talk, easy to sell and honest in every
particular.
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
New Mexico and Arizona, home office
Albuquerque. N. M.

And the Public In General

n

WE ARE GLAD TO ANNOUNCE
THAT WE HAVE IN STOCK THE
BEST LINE OF JEWELRY, CUT
GLASS
AND
SILVERWARE WE
HAVE HAD 8INCE WE WERE BUR.
GLARI2ED FOUR YEARS AGO, WE
HAVE MADE OUR JEWELRY
OUT OF ROOM THAT
WAS OCCUPIED BY MERE RUB
BISH WHEN WE LEASED OUR
PRESENT LOCATION, THEREFORE
OUR
RENT IS
PRACTICALLY
NOTHING.
WE CAN AND WILL
SELL THESE LINES AT 'PRICES
THAT CANNOT BE MET BY OTHER
HOUSES AND WE ASK YOU TO
CALL AND INSPECT OUR 8TOCK;
WE WILL GLADLY LAY AWAY ANY
ARTICLE SELECTED UNTIL THE
CUSTOMER NEEDS IT.
.YOURS FOR BUSINESS,

ft.

SHADE
TREES,
AND FLOWERS.
BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER

AND
FRUIT
SHRUBS, VINES

STREET.

A

--

'

o

play to be good must be of edu
cational value, have a gord moral
base, at the same time furnishing
amusement! for Its patrons. Such a
play is "Strife," ot opera house, De
cember 4th.
A

Handsome New Line of Neckties,

Just in.
the latest eastern patterns,

All
and 75c.

50c

THE VANN

JEWELRY

If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the

DAY OR

SIMON STERN,
The IJailroad Avenue Clothier.

CO.

We offer thorough
courses In
BOOKKEEPING
ENGLISH
BUSINE8S ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE

'

COMPLETING HIS MAPS
PARTY

from

$25.00 each.

If mixtures rnllrtt bkln powder ire
oflrretl yutmt lower tun e, lenirmbcr
thtv a i i mostly marie from nlum, a
incullic atid dtlcterruus to health.

DO

V

J.

A

Blankets from $.50 to $20.

s,

Pure, Healthful, Reliable

COMMERCIAL

LAW

SPELLING
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING

Nash Electrical Supply Go.

AND

For very thing Electrical

Spanish

Latest Designs in table lamps, Chandeliers,
shades and electric house furnishings.
Have your house wired

Write or call for full
Information.

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library Building, Albuquerque, Mew Mexico

All Work Guaranteed
Both Phones

506 W. Railroad Ave.

FRIENDS

THOUGHT
DEAD
Governor Goes to Raton.
Governor liagerman will depart to'
I'heil. I'lliled Slates postollice
morrow for Katon, where he expects
to remain for several days attending inspector for th,i distric- - of the southwest,
who
was in the city esterday.
to territorial matters.
has had the experience of knowing
LESS DIRT, MORE
HEAT $5.00 what his friends will suv of hint when
PER TON, GENUINE GAS COKE. he is rleud.
When C. A. Caldwell
was found uead at Algodones a few
W. H. HAHN & CO.
weeks ao, wearing a I'nited States
TOO LATE FOR CLjkD- - IF ICATION. secret service officer s hadnc and letters were found in
poeknis saying
FOU KKNT Small cottage on North widi ne was makinghispostuffice iuve- Kighth street furnished cr unfur- tuitions, ii reached
the east that
nished. Apply to c:nik at Navajo I'heil was the mall f()un,
((,a,j a!ll
hotel.
the Cleveland papers- Cleveland is
.Mr. rtieil s old home
cave him nunc
bicycle
Stilling
iuiuU'iI an extended writeup,
and all
sree::, from in front of Toti k. Mie ummniiKs of an obituary
con(null's on north Third street last dolence to his friends.articleMr.of I'heil
Sunday tughi. ltewurd will be paid says that he did not know that he
for any information lift at this of- WiiH held in such liili esteem.
fice leading to recovery.
Tiie postofhYe department at WashONE DOZEN ELEGANT CABINET ington endeavored to ascertain
the
$3,
PHOTOGRAPHS COST
AND identity of Caldwell and the secret
SOLVE JUST TWELVE CHRISTMAS service department
at
Denver did
PERPLEXITIES. MILLETT STUDIO. likewise, but neither discovered any
would
fhins that
wive a clue of who
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM he really was. The
neneral conclusBREAD and take no other.
ion is that he was an importer.

farfar

Makes home baking easy. Nothing
can be substituted for it in making,
quickly and perfectly, delicate hot
biscuit,
muffins, cake and
pastry. Insures the food against alum.

IS OUT WITH
ELECTION

OUT

R

Is

CATRON

BOUGHT

8T0CK OF BLANKETS
THE
ADVANCE
IN
PRICES, WE ARE THEREFORE ABLE TO OFFER BET-TEVALUES, THAN YOU
WILL
FIND
ANYWHERE
ELSE IN THE CITY.

E

Lodge Notice.
Boys' Winter Caps
Vein pie lodge No. ti, A. F. Hi A. M., In all styl s. "on special sale, :lje
will meet in special communication each, worth 5oc and 7"c.
SIMON STERN,
at their temple, on North
Third
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
street, on next Sunday afternoon, at
1
o'clock sharp, to attmd the funeral
Capital und labor at last united.
of our late brother, H. H. Tilton. Hy
See "Strife" at opera house, Decemorder of the W. M.
ber 4!h. The play of the season.
.1. C. KKIUJKU. Secretary.
"FOR GOODNESS SAKE" eat liut-- t
rnM Hread.

symptoms became
swill and titalarming. A surgeon discovered the
bone fracture.
While the injury U PHEIL'S
not considered dangerous, it U giving
him considerable i rouble. The cause
of the tract nr. is unknown.
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BY A CRIMINAL?

"SKIDDOO" PROBLEM

DEFEATS VARSITY
A

WAS CALDWELL

SPRINGS

EVENING CITIZEN.

KREAM

UNREDEEMED

DIAMONDS

FOR CHRISTMAS

AT LESS THAN WHOLESALE
1

14 R.

Set Teeth $8.

R. AVE.
Gold Crowns

$6

ID FILLINGS fl.SO AND UP. Bridge Work, Porcelain
All Work Guaranteed
Inlays and Painless Extraction.

nn

i

L

c cduiu
Li

tnillli

New and

Perfect Condition

Ranges

Second-han- d

& CO.,

117 Gold

second street
Whiting Building

The telephone makee the
dutlee lighter, the carea lete,
and the worriea fewer.
YOU

G0LD AND

F-- PALIWER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
Both Phonea.
501 North Firt--t Street.

.

For Your Thanksgiving Table

The telephone preeervee yeur
health, prolongs your life an4
protect your home.

NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

Roger's Triple Plate
Rich Cut Glass

-

STT
LEADING JEWELERS

THE DIAMOND PALACE

RAILROAD AVENUE, NEAR FIRST STREET

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

.

H. O'RIELLY & CO.

'LEADING DRUGGISTS-S- 3
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT- - Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

Sterling Silver
Elegant Carving Sets

AenUe

Convenience - Comfort - Security

C

Un,

Only In Use Two Months

BORRADAILE

ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE

H. YAN0W,

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER

Finest Whiskies

B

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

CHARLES L. KEPPELER
(Successor to Joseph
317-31- 0

T. Johnson)

mouth Third

Street

New and
Furniture and House Furnishing Goods. Furniture Repairing and Upholstering a
Specialty. Mattresses Made Over. All Work
Second-Han- d

B

Wines, Brandies. Etc. B

i

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

PRAISES

ATHLETE

NOTED

Damask table
linen, 72 is.
wide, excellent
grade,
$1.C0
seller, at $1.25
per yard.

GOOPER'S MEDICINE

NOTED CROOK

s

New

1

pur-en- s

Two Girls Attempt to Swim
River to Escape From
House of Correction.
YEARS0LD

The Cooper Medicine Co. .
I consider Cooper's Quick
Gentlemen:
Relief Ihe
great, nt liniment in the world, I havo used It ever slace
a trainer In Pittsburg, Pa., told me n!out it.
t was bathtd and rubbed down with this remarkable
preparation on loth nights before my rscet fights with
Kid McCoy and Tommy nyan.
I
It Is the greatest
ever used. It supples the muscles of the body, invigorating- and strengthening .t hem and takes every panicle of soreness and
lameness which comes from severe training.
Cooler's Quick Belief Is o.ie of the essentials of my
training eimp and I am, glad b recommend It to any
one afflicted with sore, stliTene l. swollen or painful
limbs. Joints nsd muscles.
(Signed I
JACK GRAHAM,
Indianapolis, lod.

AND

PROFESSIONAL

THIEF

Places Where Fashionable Women
Assemble to Gamble Like Men
Are Raided by Police
Special Correspondence.
.New York. Nov. 30. Watt Jones,
one of the nio6t noted crooks in the
I'nited tates has again been hauled tip end hs at present awaiting his
trial.
At one time Watt used to
tiold up bank with a gun but his
nerve Is gone Rnd now to use his
own wwdB:
"To be pinched
for
frisking a drunk for 45 sec-d- almost
bre?..k
my twa.rt."
Watt was
of robberies at the Fifth ave-tiu- o
and Grand Union hotels in 1881.
In 1889 he was aent to Sing Sins
for four years for robbing the Rev.
Father John Tuchy, of St. Patricks
cathedral, St. Louis, and on his release got five years in the Kingston
penitentiary for looting tne Maleson
nk of Sti Louis. He was sent to
jaiJ for burglary and escaped from
he Ohio state prison. When in
prison In St. Iiouls for burglary he
tfanned a daring Jail delivery which
freed forty long term convicts, including himself. In 1890 he walked
Into a bank In Denver and told the
cashier he wanted to negotiate a loan.
The cashier led him to a private
whereup Jones drew a revol
ver and commanded hint to draw a
check payable to bearer for $10,000.
With the muzzle of a revolver against
ixia temple the cashier wrote the
check. Jones threatened to kill him
it he made nn outcry and then went
o the paying teller and drew the
$10,000. With a gang of western
crooks headed bv Jimmy
Carroll.
Jones stole $12,000 from the teller
f the Farmers and Mechanics bank
lu Oalesburg,' 111., at the point of a
revolver and got away. The gang
fled o East St. Louis where Carroll
was caught. Jones formed a rescue
party and got Carroll away from the
sheriff but
was captured himself.
Jones latest break wad in a Chicago
hotel for which he got a long stretch
In the Jol let prison. When his time
was up be landed in New York a
few laya ago fiat broke, and as he
could not find any of his old pals he
started to do far himself.'

AT SPECIAL PRICES
Decided reduction In all Imported and domestic colored and plain dress fabrics, including Imported broadcloth, embroidered cloth, English and
Scotc h suitings. 485 yards suitings, 42 Inches
wide, nt 75c; regular value $1.00 yard.
A grand under-prlcsale of
black silks. This is a splendid offering or the
finest black silks fliat money can buy for prices
that must Interest every woman who reads the
details.

Risk Death for Liberty.
Braving the Icy waters and rushing currents of the Bronx Kills two
young girls named Ina Williams and
Rosa Traub, loth fifteen years old.
having eecreted themselves
in the
grounds of the home for correction on
Kandlasa Island, after dark a few
days ago attempted to swim to the
mainland. That such children, and
i!irls at that, should attempt to swim
three-eight- s
of a mile of raving
rapids which separate tho island from
the Bronx bad never entered
the
beads of the reformatory officials so
they concluded the girls had hidden
themselves
and would eventually
when driven by hunger and exposure
make known their wherealiouts. The
two little refuges however undertook
what bad often balked Miudy men
and cost many of those who attempted it, their live.
From his la!'
house at the foot of Willld avenue,
James Uroen, who was sitting at his
fire, heard the long wail of a woman
in peril. He pulled out through tne
fog and after a time came across
ina Williams floating upheld by hei
clolhiug. When brought to shore
every attempt was made to revive
tur bet tme
The other
girl was rescued in a rowbout by a
switchman on the New Haven railroad but he explained that she fell
Into tho river and would walk home.
A few minutes afterwards a youth
cam up and with a cry she fell
4nto his anna In an exhausted state.
When, last seen by the switchman'
Mio tiad Jut firms round the youth's
nock.
They then disappeared and
noithflfr of them has
beea
since
traced.
.

Year Old Crook.
ye?:r
old Jinimle
Quinn, a rioted crook, who wears a
whiio Van Dyke, a black cutaway,
derby, jdiiny shoes, a diamond horseshoe pin and carries a tightly rolled
umbrella for effect unrt who looks
like a genuine aristrocrat has again
charged.
In charging Jimnile
lx?toollve Sergeant Kerr said:
"A
cxr.ijHo of lifts tapped Henry Meltzar's
till at 46 West Forty-sevenh street
for $l.r and when showed Jinimie's
photograph taken from the rogues
gallery he said be was one of them.
Cleverest crook in the business your
,
Junior.'1 "Glad 10 see you," nail
when Kerr arrested hlin. "f
iliiive been glole trotting since you
hiiw me last. Been la Egypt and down
the Cape and visited the friends
In Europe.1' "Yes 1 know him," said
Magistrate Harlow, smiling
t
"I)o you want to go back to bead
quarter with Kerr or would you
jVUIht tileep in ajil here, Jimniie?"
'If its all the same to you," said
Jvmjiue, "I would as boon sleep here."
'you are accused of a crime that will
send yon to jail tor the real of your
old t!ai, Jimniie, if you are guilty,"
said Ihe magistrate..
"1 will hold
you iu $1.0110 i.ail to appear in the
imMihig. if I let you go will you turn
ii?" 'On my word as a man I will
ur liouur," ald Jiuimle, and then
the elickest ecd dce:i of all crooks
walked out of jail on iiis own prom-i-- i.
'
lie ib a nian of l.ls word," said
Ma.siJtal- Barlow, "lie will be here
in I ho morning, lr be said be would
Mini Ou.- - 'bad a billion dollars of your
"
onotifiy .lie would be here. Thai's
Sure enough Jimmie turned up
in
ieL morning ami was he'd
l.i own bail for trial.
Seventy-fou- r

r

bn

1

Jim-mie-

1

JI111-mi-

Jim-usie.-

JACK GRAHAM.

The influence of these reiuarkal.le
preparations
over sued complp'ints us rheumatism, sore kidneys,
backache, lumeaess, etc.. Is remarkable.

Cooper's Quick Relief takes out the sorentss and Inflammation, tops pain Instantly and opeas
pores of the skin, aiding theso and other organs to throw off their poisonous secretions. I,arge bottles
family use cost BOc. Cooper's New Discovery, the, remedy for Internal use costs $1.00 per bottle; six
$5.01. Where we have no agent, send the price of the remedies you wish direct to The Cooper Medicine
Daytoa. Ohio, and the medicine will be forwarded to you, charges prepaid. For sMe by

H. O'Reilly
J.
Corner Second St. and Railroad

The

Forty-sevent-

a

Co.

u,

0

12

-

,
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INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

Chicago, III., Dec.

- $1.00

1--

EXPOSITION

1906

8,

For the above occasion

we will sell

tickets to Chicago and return at rate cf
$43.25 for the round trip. Tickets on

Auspices Fraternal Brotherhood

.

sale Dec. I to 4 inclusive. Return limit
Dec. 10, 1906. Don't fail to attend this
exhibition of Live Stock.
T. E. Purdy, Agent

KEE

Chinese, Japanese, Indian and
Mexican

iH"W'.'iaB!B5Hl.ai!MeiJJMftj

CURIOS
215 S. Second Street,

Albuquerque, N.

caoaoeooCHo

M,

not In he building when Simon wis
shot. She was
when told
of his death.
1u

en ill

if

h nit

Mma

Aa Vfauci,

mi

impfe
Is besr understood

Iu

of a French baron, late
member of an improverislied noble
family. She came to New York from
Paris a few years ago and since has
liu.rned her living by designing dress
fashions.
Friends declare that she hts been
finding fault wlUi hor business for
somo time.
"They take my ideas and make forsuggesWonlsts as Dr. Gustave A.
Meyer say that I merely hypnotized tunes out of them, and then they
myself into accomplishing the thing cast me out penniless," Is aid to
that I wished for. It Is a clear in- have been a complaint she frequently gave utterance to.
stance of

In

I

j

widow

Mrs. Henry Siegel and other so- GREENE, THE COPPER
ciety women have given evenings for
KING, IS IN MEXICO
Miss .Murray and the has demonstratouston, Tex.. Nov. 30. Col. W. O.
ed to wondering
audiences her Greene, the copper king,' accompanied
strange power.
by a number of eastern capitalists,
Is at present visiting the mines in
which he is interested in Chihuahua.
Col. Greene, who
also visited El
Paso, Is traveling in his new private'
car "Verde" recently "turned out by
the Pullman company at a cost of
J.a'.OMO which Is said lo be the finest
in existence.

A BARONESS IN THIS COUNTRY
SHOOTS EMPLOYER DEAD

laiLtin- -

LIVE

Seats at Matson's

Reserved

It

the hypnotic state: It was while
was under this influence one day.
that I went to the piano and began
to sing. I instantly realized that my
voice was changed. In fact I cuulu
run any of tho lower scales.
"My mother, who had heard ine,
was alarmed, but after the influence
hud passed off, I found that my voice
was perfectly 'i.tural. Such eminent

la Hook to outfit tho
most fostldloua bar eomploto

nwX'J'inM

leces

Admission

the

gloves, fur.Icovered nil
coat, always reek
ing wun periuni". mo ersiwmie
friend of Oscar Wilde, has paiwod
through a humilating ordeal, which,
it is to be hoped, will make him all
himself and the others of his peculiar
class, as the public generally see
them. Th.- - re was a lot of misdirected sympathy in his case and nothing could be more farcial than the
showering of flowers on the convicted
lnsulter of respectable women.
An
apt place be chos, for his disgusting
conduct, but a place eminently filled for himself nad his nervously
friends who look on him as a
much wronged man. Detective Cane
deserv-all credit
for his action
throughout the case and ll is action
like Ihls thai will weed from society men of Caruso's class.
111,7

Powerful Cast

i

ecnitu, wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C, Breweries- - Vellowatana
e
Gree" R've:. W. H. McBrayer-Cedar Brook,
arch,
other standard brand, of whi.kle.'too
WE ARE N0T COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received
Stages Vll sfflnI2rt
r 'erlen.d Brewerie to the United

Fine Concert Orchestra

Rpr Hif

Caruso Taught a Lesson.
Uk,

K

a

SAM

Wanted $4,000 but Took $2.
That there is a slump iu th? lllafck
Hand blackmail market was made
evident a few days ago when two of
the Black Hand aristrocracy were
up in the Westchester court charged with accepting $2 after demanding $1,mmi from a druggist, whoso entire stock could be bought for much
less. The two degenerate desend-ent- s
of the ancient brigands of Sic
ily aro Ftlippo Gopriono and Guiseppe
Marletto, of Hester street, and th. y
were "caught with the goods." Frank
Bad ai ate, who was blackmailed
has
a store t 205th street and Villa
avenue.
He received a letter till
ing him that if he did not leave $4,- ihiO at a place on the Pelhani Roud
be would be sent to Brooklyn. This
phrase is significant as It is in Brooklyn all Italians in the city are burld
when they pass the bourne.
Uuda- late took the letter to the police station and two detectives were put on
the job. Tb'y gave him a marked
$2 bill and waited at the place ap
pointed for the conspirators who fell
Into the trap and were pinched with
out resisteuce. They have been ft ut
tor trial.
u.

IU

Treasurer.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
ketp vrythlng

Melo-Dram-

Strong and

O. BachecbJ,

HMUffl

aStrife,,
A

Chaa. Mellnl, Secretary

mm

Snccaasora in
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI & GIOMI.
WMOL
fv

W

if;

Special Correspondence.
New York, Nov. SO. The Interest
of believers in psychic influences is
attracted by the seemingly marve'ous
performances of Miss Edna Murray,
of Fort Worth. Texa3. who has become the protege of wealthy society
women In this cl y.
hypr.otic Influence th.s
Under
young woman sings in a remarkable
series of songs. Her voice is naturally a high soprano, but. under the
hypnotic influence, she js able to sing
in robust baritone, strong tone ami
valume, perfectly imitating the voice
of a man.
"A couple of years ago," said Miss
Murray. "I begun vo study psychic
forces. I have lear.ted to put myself

e

Consolidated Liquor Company

Tuesday,
Dec. 4th.

"TRILBY"
HYPNOTIZES HERSELF

TE

peau-de-sol-

J. D. Bakln. Prealdent
G. Qioml, Vice President

ELKS' OPtRA HOUSE

Co.,

Four Act
UP-TO-DA-

"wear-guaranteod- "

the
for
for

Ave.

and diamond laden three widows, an
actress, and three who confessed to
husbands, were arrest, d by Captain
Daly and a number of detectives In
a raid upon. a suspected woman's
gambling house and locked up for a
night In the West
street station a f. w nights ago. They
up town adall gave fashionable
dresses which proved to be correct.
That the women were handsomely
gowned and possessed much mon.ry
Detective Kensier saw as soon as
into the
he succeeded in slipping
handsomely furnished roulette room
behind one of the late arrivals at
the bouse, 255 West Fifty-fir- st
street.
Eight women were clustered around
the green tables with stacks of chips
in front of them while men plkd
back and forth busily exchalnglng
chips for money nt every turn of the
wheel. One of the women jumped
through the window and got away hy
the fire scape. Three men were arrested as being raiders asd abhet-tors- .
The police say that there are
upwards of one hundred houses in
the district freqivnted by society women who play night after night for
large stakes, but when raids are
made they an-.- found sipping coffee
and cognac.

160 yards of
black taffeta,
inches wide. At 90e, this would be considered
excellent value now 74c yard.
$1.25
black
184 yards,
very superior quality, at 99c yard.
$1.35 yard-widblack taffeta, exceptionally
bright and heavy. 98c yard.
All furs for ladies and children. Neckpieces
without and with muffs at a reduction of 15 per
cent, from regular prices.
19

Unutual values in Porterie., Curtains and Couch Covers, latest importation, all
colors and designs, extensive assortment Prices range from
$1.50 to $10.00.
Particularly desirabls for holiday gifts.

ed

Girl

.Sevonty-fou-

e

Cooper's New Discovery and Cooper's Quick Relief are

.

'2

WILL OFFER TOMORROW AND BALANCE OF THIS WEEK

the medicines with which L. T. Copr accomplished
such wonderful results for the sick and afflicted in St.
Louis, New Orleans, Pittsburg and other cities.

s

eoa-vict-

All red table
linen ana oil
napkins
and
ready made table covers In
proportion.

debeautiful
signs, regular

!$1.25.

This Letter Will Interest You

B

is. wide,
h aa
patterns,
regular $1, sow
65c yard.
60

now 98c

rub-dow- n

,

30, 1908.

very

In. w!de,

72

j

Discovery n knrat s every organ of
tho body. Cooper's Quick Keller strengthens the muscles, relieves the soreness tcsd
stlffmed Joints.
CooM-r'-

YET

NOVEMBER

tiKomaBSSEacssnxesvssBai

ASTONISHING

SEVENTY

FRIDAY.

is f Fa
The Albuqtienp

Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

I

99m9)OK9

$35,000,000 SUBWAY
FOR NFW YORK CITY.
.NVw York, Nov. 30. For
putting
underground at-cost of nearly

BSBBoaamu m

iiniiBWMmMBWMMWMtwiiMllw1

For a Most Appropriate Christmas
Present is a Box of

a

all Ihe freights, tracks, sta-- '
tlons. yards and approaches of tht
New York Central railroad, as required by the bill put through tho legislature la.st winter by Senator Martin
Saxe, plans were today received by
the Kapid Transit Hoard from Chief
Engineer Ceo. S. Rice.
Mr. Rice's
plans w ill relieve the railway of a
vast amount of the expense of this
hu;e undertaking, originally estimat-- ,
ed at lilil.iMMi.iiiiu by permitting
tne
railroad to elevate streets above rail- road tracks and thus elimmato ail
grade crossings from Seventy-seconstreet to Sputeu Duyvil.

By Vomca vfro aYoii

'KQ

AFFIDA VITS
j

e.

TO RESTORE CALIFORNIA

FOREST RESERVATIONS.
San Francisco. Cat.. Nov. U0. An
appeal will be made to the next congress for appropriations with which
to cany on the work of restoration
and for ilm belter protection of the
forest reserves in the San Bemadino
district. Prof. T. B. I.ukcns. former
supervisor of the San Bernardino and
San Gabriel reserves, is of the opinion that if the work of reforesting
is carried out, the watershed.-- will
be shaded by towering trees, preserving the lain wa era which fall during the winter season and removing
nil danger of drought iu the San
Bernardino watershed which Is a serious mailer ai present to tin- inhabitants.

MM
Spi-c!:-

A.MSI

l.Ol'Irit.

di: massy.

Sells More cf CtiamDcr;a1n's
Ccjgh
Remedy Than of All Other
Put Together.
Mr. Thos. George, a merchant at Mt
Ontario, gays: "I have had the
local agency for Chamberlain's Cough
Keniedy ever since It was introduced
into Canada, and I sell as much of it
as I do of all other lines I have on
my shelves put together. Of tho many
dozens sold under guarantee, I have
not had ouo bottle returned.
I can
personally recommend this medicine

CvWy

a

Coin

SDOIllU'llCl'
York, Nov. 3o- .-

Niw
"The coelesl,
siiKioiliesi
prK)siiion, man or vo
nun. 1 have ever seen," is the way
Chief of Detectives Win. McUiughlin
repan's Mine. Anlsia Louise do Massy, who lias Jolted th oddly assorted
colony of alliged murderers in the

-

1

linvn

llworl

BOTT'S

DEDICATION OF A
U
CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL. 'I'onhs.
lie for her services as a d li
K.illiui'ire, Aid., Nov. ;!(). (':. nlin.il
'lie woman was identified as ihe
t,t thirl waists. Sim on order- layer
u
diguttiu
o!
r
Gibbons and ollu
her enijiloyer, tiusiav e.l lu r out. She. returned and two
Women Gambling Dens.
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On a charge
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FOR SALE BY .. ..ANN ft feON.
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ALSO DEALER IN

Pipes, Smoker's Articles
N

207 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

r,

HALL, Proprietor
R.
Iron and Brass Cartings; Ore, Coal and Lumber

Pulley, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Cola mm
ZU11U10.

a4

Car;

Ikift:,

iroa FrsaU 1st

Ropalr on Mining and mill Maemlnory m maoelmlty
roan dry cast aids
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FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

ari gucts of the groom's
luw and

Hot Times
Are Coming
If

If you buy your heater
of us. We handle the
celebrated
line of stoves and ranges. Prices and terms
to suit all.
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BOTH PHONES

it on systems where they
held former contracts.
The Switchmen's Union of North
America holds the documents signed
hereinbeby the two
fore mentioned relating to the four-ceper hour Increase.
The Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen further claim that the Switch
in.- n's Union
of North America has
no contract with any railroad company except' the Rock Island, which
statement Is untrue, as they hold con.
tracts with the Chicago Great Western, Ciieat Northern, Northern Pacific
and various other lines throughout
We admit that the
the country.
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen
holds a contract with the Chicago &
Northwestern and we, as well as
they, know how they secured It, and
we also admit that they hold a contract with the Santa Fe system and
know t.h?y got that, likewise, and it is
our desire to have It understood by
the general public that all credit for
per hour Increase Is due
the four-cen- t
the Switchmen's Union of North
America.
SALE OF THE CENTRAL

credit for

RAILROAD YARDS

RECLASSED ON

SYSTEM
Santa Fe Officials and

EVE'tflffO CITIZEN.

ALECQUERQIjE

30, 1906.

Train-

men Hold Important
Meeting.
"The joint protective board of the

hrother-in-

-

s'ster,

Mr. and Mrs. M. II.
Conductor Read Is tm? of the

Burns.
most popular m n m the rw.d, and
a hon of friends extend best wishes.
a
Dining car No. 1404 is now In t ho
Topeka shops, where It will be re
model' d ind converted Into a bust
ness car. When the car Is completed
It will bo used by General Manager
.1. E. Hurley as his private car.
Car
No. 6, which has been used by Mr.
Hurley for some tlm, will he sent to
the coast, where It will be used by I.
j. Hibbard, general superintendent of
the Santa Fe coast lines, with heada.
quarters at Losm Angel'
m
says:
"The re
A Topeka disiateh
ports which are being circulate;!.
said General Manager .1. E. Hurley of
the Atchis.in. Topeka & Santa Fe
tailway company, today, "that the
union machinists and our road are
about to come to an anreenieat are
entirety without foundation. We are
no nearer an agreement than we were
years ago. We are
two and one-hal- f
not negofatig with them for a settle
ment and m verm will be.
Commissioner Pronty says, con
cerning the attitude of the interstate
"1
believe
eomn:l rce commission:
that the tendency of rates ought to
be downward, as traffic grows denser,
but the commission contemplates no
On the aver- wholesale reductions.
exorbitant, and
fige, ratts are not
railroads will probably gala more by
the cutting off of reliates and passes
than they will lose by reductions."
M. Robinson, division master me
chanic of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Fe at Silsbee, Tex., has been transferred to Temple, Tex., In a fdmllar capacity, succeeding P. T..Dunlap, proMcQuillan,
round
moted. James
house foreman at Gainesville, Texas,
t'as been appointed to succeed Mr.
Robinson as division master me
chanic at SHsliee.
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Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
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PRESCRIPTIONS

III

IMtH

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT 10 BANK CF
COMMERCE.
o

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

j j

j

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREET
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

ftI W

OR

THE

LATEST

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Ec,
Harness & Saddles,

.

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

has piloted over the road must be
well over the million mark.
The veteran conductor served for
eight years as a switchman, brake-maand baggageman, and the re
muining half century as a passenger
conductor. Railroad men who know
hUn well say he Is a clean cut, upright gentleman at all times.
"Of course I have seen the changes
In railroading anu the passing of he
top engines and cars and their . replacing with the monster engines
of today," said the old railroad man
recently, "but the changes were so
gradual that I hardly noticed them.
But there Is one thing that never
appears to change, and that Is the
class of people, otherwise honest, no
aoum, wno neneve 11 cievei 10 u
a railroad. You have to watch this
class. You cannot always tell oy
Hub there la no occa- annearnnces.
sion for offending anybody In the
matter. It's the same principle exactly as If a clerk allowed a customer to walk out of the store without paying for goods. It.'s a case of
preveutlng the beats from beating

& CO.,
J. KORBER
nkw
Mexico

ALBUQurmrQur,

n

yon.

"No. I have no thought of retiring, and I have never worr!'jd about
pensions for aged employes. I get
plenty of rest and have no Sunday
work, so that I think I am good for
many years to come."

THIRD STREET

KILL the COUGH
AND

Moat Market

CURE thk LUNC8

WITH

Dr. King's

and Salt Meal
Steam 8auaage Factory.
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Strm

All Kinds of Fresh

Nor Discovery
rONSUMPTION
0UGHS an
iOLDS

W. E.

Price

60et$1.00

Fret Trial.
Surest and Quickest Our for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY. BACK.

with Raaoe ft Manger.
Office, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

William' Indian Pile

will cure Ulind,
10)11 E SDr.
ItcUIng
and
Piles. HabHorlw the tumors.

ulluys the ilcliiuKSt once, acta
us a Doultice. irvea Instant ro.
Ilef. Dr. Wllltamu'lndliinl'lleOint-merit
In nrwDareu for Ptlcsamlltch- of the private piirtn. Kvcry box is
U In?
warranted, llv druifffiMft. hv malt on re- ertpt of prlre. AO cents and ( l.OU. Wll LUIHS
Prop, rirvelaud. Oliio,
KPNUFACTURINB

I

0

FOR GALE BY S. VANI. A BON.

O. A. SLEYSTER

MAUGEP

TOTI A OR API

1

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Has,
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of imported Wines, Liqaert
and Cigar, place your order m
thla line with tie.
NORTH THIRD BTRSn

HOTEL

BECKER

I, 1906
REAL ESTAT-EOpposite the Santa Fe Depot
NOTARY PUBLIC.
A Year of Blood.
The year 1903 will long be remem- Room E, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
ADOLPH BECKER, Prop rut or
Automatic Telephone. 174.
bered In the home of F. N. Tacket of
BKLKM, M. M.
Alliance, Ky., as a year of blood;
which flowed so copiously from Mr.
&
Tacket's lungs that death seemed rery
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTATaX
near. He writes: "Severe bleeding
LOANS.
from the lungs and a frightful cough
Automatic phone 46L
had brought me at death's door, wneu
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Buildlm- I began taking Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, with the astonishing result that after taking four
THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
bottles I wag completely restored and
BAM BROOK BKOB., Prop.
as time has proven permanently
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
cured." Guaranteed for Bore lungs,
8ADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
coughs and colds, at all druggists.
Price 50 cents and $1. Trial bottle
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
free.
at special rates on week days.
No. 112 John St
Auto Phone 604.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAf
BREAD and take no ether.

Jfc-

j

,AND,

Harness

road-maste-

i

Vehicles

A TICKET PUNCHER

The Newton, Kan., Republican
says:
Bob Snyder came in rrom
Raton, N. M., on a dead engine, yester
day, on the way to lopeka.
While
coming into Newton the glass In the
car window broke, striking him m
the face and cutting quite a gash
ov.r his eye. The company physician VETERAN CONDUCTOR WORKED
dressed the wound and Bob went on
FOR ONE ROAD 58 YEARS
to Topeka today.
PILOTED OVER
ONE MILLON
r
J. Qtiinn has been appointed
PASSENGERS AND TRAVELED
of the Rio Grande division of
A DISTANCE EQUAL
100
TO
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at
TIMES AROUND THE WORLD.
Rlncon, N. M., in place of J. A. La- hey, Fred McNutt has been apioint-e- d
ro2dmaster of the Albuquerque di
vision of the coast lines at Winslow, SH'cial Correspondence.
Worchester, Nov. u.i. Because he
Ariz., to succeed F. S. Purdy.
has seen 58 years or continuous service with one railroad company, dur
$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this pnper will be pleas- ing 50 of which he has ben a pased to learn that there is at least one senger conductor, AllsTt Roath, or
dreaded disease that science has been this city, believes he holds a world's
able to cure In all Us stages, and that record. Though over
Is years old,
Is Catarrh. Hull
Cutarrh (Jura la the
only positive cure now known - to the Rqath Is a marvel of sprlghtliness
beingcon
a
fraternity.
Catarrh
medical
and goes about his daily, duty with
lltutlonal disease, reuulrea a constttu
Monal treatment. Hall a Catarrh Cure Is the same enthusiasm as be did when
the he was first promoted to his present
taken Internally, acting directly upon sysblood and mucous surfaces of the
position.
tem, thereby destroying the foundation
Roath leaves Worchester at 6:45
of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution every week day morning, running to
and assisting nature In doing Its work. New Umdon and returning here at
The proprietors have so much fnlth In its 5:10 In
the afternoon. This has
they otter One
curative powers that any
case that It been his run since he became a con
Hundred Dollars for
fails to cure. Bend for list of testl ductor In 1848 on the old Norwich
monlals. Address:
& Wlorehester railroad, since absorbF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by Druggists, lie.
ed by the New York, New Haven
Take Hall's Family Fills for constlpa & Hartford.
During that1 time he
tton.
has traveled over 2,500,000 miles, or
o
upwards of 100 times around the
world, measuring
at the equator.
'S SILENCE
The number of passengers whom lie

Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen
the officials of the Santa Fe have
completed tfoe work of their meeting
which they have been holding at the
general offices during the last two
NOT ABANDONED.
ayn," Kid the Topeka Capital.
A New York dispatch, dated No"TJie contract betweon the railroad
company asd 1ihe brotherhood was re- vember 29, says:
The plan of the Mexican govern
vised. The trainmen did not ask tor
an Increase in wages nor did they re- uient for the purchase of a large in-a
ceive azy. The yards of Wellington terest in the Mexican Central, with
They view of the ultimate consolidation of
anl Winfield were
hive been classified as second class all Mexican railroads, has not been
yards (heretofore and will now be abandoned.
After many conferences, leading
known as first class yards. The wages
of the switchmen In t.hese yards will interests in the Mexican Central
an offer to Secretary Liman-tour- ,
be advanced' to fii;st class pay which mad.? representing
the Mexican govwill amount to alxxit flvo cents per
of a large
hour Increase. The smaller yards on ernment, for the purchase stock,
and
the. system' are known as second class block of Mexican Central conferring
yards and the switchmen receive n Secretary Umantour isto
the acceptlower rate of pay than do the switch- with President Diaz as
men of the larger or first class yards. ance of the offer.
In is understood that the price was
The rate of pay la known as the Chi- higher
than $28, the figure named in
cago scale, and was adopted stveral
gossip as the price wnicn
years ago. Toe Chicago scale was ad- Wail H.street
Clay Plenv? and his associ- Mr.
reper
at
vanced four cents
hour
the
would dispose of 200,000 shares.
cent meeting of the switchmen's atcs
directors have accepted the
The
union and the offlofrs of the railroads resignation
of President Robinson
Chicago
entering
'
lsst month.
.
frtw an
J Lu,ljii,iT
.
mntl
....
luuninm
' . nnonllinir
air
atmeml)ers
"The
of the board who
operating the property
of
view
a
with
M.
Mayse
S.
tended the meeting were
more In keeping with tne
upon a
of Wellington, chairman; T. C. Mc- roads inratio
the United States.
Laughlin of Niewton, secretary; W. R.
Brown of Chicago, J. W. Orr of Kan- VARIOUS TEXAS LINES
sas City, J. B. Naughtoa of Pueblo, S.
TO BE CONSOLIDATED
of 1a Junta, and J. R.
, B. Cheeseman
Topeka & Santa Fe
Atchison,
The
Albuquerque."
Morris of
railroad made official publication In
Texas, as required' by law of Its purINTERESTED IN PATENT WHICH
to apply to the next legislature
WILL MAKE HIM RICH poseauthority
to consolidate Into one
for
Owen Kinsey, son of C. R. Kinsey, I'cvut,,i
flu
, finnta. Pp
. ......
.
. , rltrulr.
U . III ittva
V. I I If
ll
storekeeper for the Santa Fe is New- the Texas
& Gulf, the Gulf & InterSAVES HIS NECK
ton, Kan., ia Interested Jn an inven- state, the Gulf, Beaumont & Kansas
tion tihat will make for hinv and his City, and the Gulf, Beaumont & Great
a fortune, says the Newton Northern. The bill Is to further pro- Republican. After serving his appren- vide that the consolidated roads shall IS CHARGED WITH KILLING MAN
WHO STOLE HIS WIFE HE
ticeship in the Newton shops and be extended from Center, Tex., to
ESCAPES.
working at his trade for some time, Tlmpson, about fifteen miles, and
Owen went to Waterloo, Iowa, to from lyjiigview to a point on tha Red
A
Ariz., dispatch says:
Douglas,
work .In shops. While there he be- river, alout 125 miles. The line will
Nacho Morillo, a Yaqui Indian, saved
came 'interested Jn a revolving
thence extended northwest through his neck in th Tombstone court by
shr, the Invention of a jeweler bo
Indian Territory to a connection with
Nacho seems
living in Waterloo. Owen devlxed the the Kansas City line of the. Atchison, holding his tongue.
have decided that since the man
mechanical part of the sign and rig- Topeka & Somta Fe, about 150 miles. to
he is accused of murdering was not
ged up a model. After the patent
there to make any talk, it was useless
was granted, he dwlsed the plans for SANTA FE LEADS
for him to op n his mouth to put his
manufacturing the sign and the two
ALL IN DIVIDENDS
foot in It. He Introduced no evidence
went Into business
a humble way.
Preliminary compilations of divimade no statement. The tern
But the demand for the signs was so dends and i.itorefit payments to be and
both, but' the Indian's silence
great thst the business Increased as- made in December indicate that about tory did
was more powerful than the terri
tonishingly azd the factory Is Ir lng ?!)O,lHNi.0(M will lnei expended for these tory'
sivech and the jury brought In
enlarged.
constantly
From
orders purposes The largest single disburse- a verdict
Nacho Is
of "not guilty."
now In sight, the firm will make a
ment of the month will be a dividend K6 years of age and the man he is
payment of $9,750,000 by the Stand- supposed to have sent glimmering for
The sign Is nearly eight feet high
Oil company. The American To- the hanuv hunting grounds by the
and has a base ami top capitol of ard
bacco compjaiy Is next with $i,024,-24."- ). kuife route had stolen the wife which
gold
Iron,
with
leaf
decorated
cast
aad the United States Steel cor- Nacho had won, fair and square, at
and lwd with a permanent shade of poration
third, with $2,542,476. The raff -.
Vermillion.
Atchison, with a payment of $2ti6.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
275 will distribute more money than
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
any other railway.
SWITCHMEN CLAIM CREDIT
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
It fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
The Koswell Record says: Conduc- Signature
is on each box. 25c.
FOR INCREASE IN WAGES tor Kenny I. Read'
in Koswell
Tuesday night, bringing with him his
Do you want to enjoy a good whole'
bride, who, until Wednesday, Novenv
meloplay, see the four-ac- t
BROTHERHOOD OF ler 14, was Miss Amelia Gerdin, of snne
AND
NOT
drama Strife at opera house, Decem
RAILWAY TRAINMEN, AS EROklahofornwTly
Perry,
Amarillo
of
ber 4.
RONEOUSLY
PUBLISHED.
ma. The wedding occurred at Fort
They
will make their home
A Citizen Want ad does the work.
According to John Nelson, chair- Worth.
man, and M. 1). Mety.ger, secretary of in Amarillo. While In Roswell they Try one.
the Topeka grievance committee of
the Switchmen's union, the increase
of four cms per hour which was
granted to the men working in the
railroad yards l,y the Santa Fe of- H
ficials in their revision of the conH
tract with the grievance committee
H
of the llrotherhood or Railroad Trainmen, which was concluded r cently.
kt
was made in accordance with the
to
agreements between the Switchmen's
I'nion of North America and the gen- U
eral managers of all western lines ai
a conference recently held In Chicago,
at which an increase of four cents an
BEL EN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERhour was granted to all switchmen
working in the jards of all the comQUE, N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF TlPiJ MAIN
panies.
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM USADING
Mr. Nelson and Mr. M tzger made
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
the following statement to the ToCITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
peka Journal:
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM TIIE
The Switchmen's Union of Nortli
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
America wishes to deny 'he sugues-lioin recent issues of the Topeka
PASO AND TEXAS.
Stat.' Journal, in uvard to the Broth-eih-o1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
of Railway Trainmen secur140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
per hour increase for
ing a four-cenSTREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
yardmen on the Bunta Fe system.
' wish to say that it ns agreed
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
upon by all the general managers "1
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
r. prcscn'atives
t,i.
of the Switch
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
men's union, at thw conference In ChiCOMMEJicUL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
cago, that a subcommittee of each
PEOPLE; SEVERAL JARGfi MERCANTILE ESbe chosen and that they w.mld abide
TABLISHMENTS TilK BELEM PATENT nOLLEU
by the agreement of thP.e
MILL.
CAPACITY K.0 BARRELS DAILY: LARGE
luiUees, the result being they agreed
WINERY; TttREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC
per hour Increase,
upon the four-cen- t
BELEtf Is THE LAROEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
tiie above being signed by the subWOGL, FIX)UR. WHEAT. WINE, BEAN'S AND HAY
committees of general managers and
the Switchmen's union.
L CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
rearing and
This agreement bei
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
digued by
sub luiiituilt. t,?
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATKD.
wan
other nltermi'iv; for the B
Uroit.ethood cf lUilwv Trainmen, so
ihVy were compi
on systems
', h.r.. ttlMV h..lri fiirmiT ( tlt raCt S. tO
fall in line and ign up the agreement
of the Switchmen's Union of North
America.
After the Sw iichmen's union got
the increase the ltto' herhood of Hallway Trainmen at. ps iu to ge. the

tri

PAGE SEVEN.

New Management, November

INSURANCE,

DAKOTA SPORTSMEN
TO PROTECT GAME.
Sioux
Falls, 3. P.. Nov. 30. Act
Ing in
with Col. I. Craw-

RANKIN

ford, governor of South Dakota, Congressman CharK
H. Burke,,, Governor Elrod,
C. W. Herried
citizens, the
and other prominent
South Dakota Game and Fish Protective association are at present engaged in framing laws fos the protection of game and fish In the state.
The association which has only recently been formed will ask the legislature to pass further game laws
for the state and also to enforce toe
existing laws.
In Time of Peace.
In the first months of the

Russian-Japane-

W

se

war we had a striking ex
o
ample of the necessity for preparation
Made Happy For Life,
and the early advantage of those who,
Great happiness came into the home
so to speak, "have shingled their roofs 0f s. c. Blair, school superintendent,
prep
in dry weather." The virtue of
iat St. Albans, W. Va., when his little
aratlon has made history and given to daughter was restored
from Che
greatest
men.
Individual
The
us our
dreadful complaint he names. He says:
pre
as well as the nation should be
"My little daughter had St. Vitus'
pared for any emergency. Are you dance, which yielded to no treatment
me
prepared to suecessiuny coronal
uut grew steadily worse until as a last
first cold you take? A cold can be resort we tried Electric Bitters; anu I
treatmore
quickly when
cured much
rt.jore to say three bottles effected
ed ag soon as it has been contracted complete cure." Quick, sure cure tor
In
become
settled
and before it has
nervous complaints, general debility,
Cough female
Chamberlain's
impoverished
the system.
weaknesses,
Remedy Is famous for Its cures of blood and malaria. Guaranteed by all
kept
hand
be
at
It
should
colds end
druggists. Price 60c.
ready for Instant use. For sale by all
Try a Citizen Want ad.
druggists.
i

SJllfl

CO.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building aasol
COMING. IN OUT
tlon. Office at 217 West KaUro4
OF THE COLD avenue.
we appreciate
a perfectly heated
house, but it Is not every bouse that
Is properly warmed. If yours is lackW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ing In any way, or If you are undecided what Is the best system to In- LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSstall In a new house and need lnfor
FER STABLES.
niatloa that Is trustworthy and valu
able, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mulea Bought and
We are specialists for hot water, hot
changed.
air and steam beating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THB qiTl
Standard Plumbing & Heating Go Second Street, between Railroad! and
Copper ATenue,

A

COME TO BELEN, H, M.
Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townstte

The Belen Town and

Pres.

WM. M. BERGER,

0C00C0

MAIL

AND

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS,
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WE8T, NORTH AND 80UTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A OOOD,
S,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THB CHOICEST LOTS,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

KeeeeeaKeeeteteerC9
A Railway Center

Sec'y.

OK0eKKO0OO)0t)

KooooaoK?

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
00

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

LOCAL. AND

PERSONAL

l

I

Krpplnnrt

A. V.

nedy. N.

Is

from

hr-r-

Ken-

R. Rnnlller
anio in thU morn
from Paraje, N. MMr. and Mrs. luls MvRhp of
iont. yrsteriliiy among Albuqnerque friends.
Mr. N. E. Stevens la In Chicago
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Mabel
Stevens Illiw-- .
Regular meeting of Harmony lodge,
I. O. . F. No. 1, tonight. Degree work
'and election of ottlcers.
Pitt Ciowe. of the lirm of Crowe &
McCoy, rroprletora or a wiloon In the
Zunl mountains, in in the city .on busl.
A.

Advance Guard of Christmas Gifts
Shoes and Slippers make the most desirable Christ
mas Presents. They make more than up in sense for
what they lack in sentimeut And after all the gift
that can be put to practical use is the one that is most
highly appreciated. We have the right kind of foot
wear at the right price and we want to get your

'

nesR.

The Hciiham Indliin Trading company will have a hair page Christmas

Christmas trade.

Men's Shoes for Dress or Work
Men
Felt Or Leather Slippers
Women's Shoes for house or street wear
Women's Dress Slippers
Women's House Slippers
Shoes for Boys and Girls

.'...$1.75 to
75 to
1.50 to
1.50 to
60 to
1.00 to

$4.00
2.00
5.00

3.50
1.50

2.50

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

advertisement In The livening Citizen
tomorrow.
The regular nueiing of the Woman's club of Albuquerque was held
tills afternoon la Hie pnrlois of 'be
Coiri'mercliil club.
Mr. and Mrs. Modeaio C. Ortii. who
were at Santa Fe. being called there
by the illscfe of a relative, hnve returned to the city.
Horace Applegate. the "Topny"
hosiery man. Is in the csiiy from St.
I.ouls. and he has a fine line or sam- him.
j pies wilh
Alex Howie, the well knowa coe-operator of Ctallup. arrivel here last
night for a stay of several loy accompanied by liis wife.
glove
Albuquerque has a
cleaning establishment, and it U
"The Browns." on West Kilver ave
nue, in the Savoy building.
T. E. Blllingsley left, this morninft
for Oklahoma, where he has a claim.
He expects to be absent from the ter
ritory about thirty days.
M. R. Otero, register of Uie territorial land office at Santa Ft', returnfter
ed to the capital this morniag,
spending Thanksgiving with his famfirst-clas-

purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This is because we Always procure toe best manufactured,
we find out flrt what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.
vTien

s

ily.

manager for the
Pilinsylvania Development company
In the Hagan coal fields', 8rnt last
night in the city and returned ihoine
this morning.
Geo. E. Brewer, the fire insurance
adjuster, left this morniag for Riif-weto adjust a fire loss suffered
tfliere by E. V. Price & Co., clothier
by a fire in their store.
Most of the local clubs observed
the Thanksgiving holiday by keeping
open house
afternoon,
yesterday
among others the Commercial club
and the Elks.
M. Lojwensteln, a big merchant of
Socorro, who sneat. yesterday and to
day visiting the families of Simon
Stem and I B. Stern will return
south to Socorro tonight.
F. P. CtVavez and two children arc
In Albuquerque from Tlerra Amai'illo.
Mr. Chavez, who is a brother of Attorney E. V. Chavex, comes to the
Duke City as a wzineoa ia a district
court case.
2 South
Mrs. Helm M. Pratt or
Third street,
activities Jn tfie
religious life of this city fire so well
Known,
is reported seriously ill.
Anxiety is felt regarding the result
on account of her advanced age, Mrs.
Pratt 'having reached her 79th year.
A committee of boys, with tickets
and poster 12 their hands did business, with merchants and citizens
generally today. They were selling
tickets to the ball and concert of the
Juvenile band at Colombo tiall
W. Sullivan,

T.

F. F. TROTTER
xsos. 11S and 120 South Second

street

ll

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICK0X.

I

None realize this fact more
The Holidays are rapidly approaching.
than do we, and anticipating a repetlon of the gratifying patronage
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
n
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, in
to our usual lines ever known in this city. The goods are on
display In our salesroom, South .Second Street, and we cordially Invite
your early Inspection. Special attention paid to mall Inquiries, ,
addi-dltio-

The

Hfckox-Maynar-

Co.

d

Mexico's Leading Jewelers
tor Hopalr
Oond li Your Watch

New

SOUTH SECOND

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE
'

STREET.

GO.

HARDWARE

" EFotttth and Railroad Avenue

No

Waste Fuel

--

The Wilson Hot Blast Heater ia so constructed that it burna into actual heat every ounce of
coal and every bit of gaa. There ia no waste.
Not only does it cut fuel bills in half,

6.

but it gives greater heating power
than any other heater known.
Start a fire in a

HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT

HEATER
and it will be roaring in five minutes.
The perfect damper system enables
vou to keep fire for 36 hours.

HARDWARE

GO.

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.

Dlimonds. Watches. Jewelry. Cat Glass. Clocks, eilverware.
your trad and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

3C

44

4
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home.

4.
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We Invite

4.

--
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4. 4. 4.
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WE WILL

of a young
man's career will lead to sure
fortune. Sometimes economy
comes hard, sometimes easy.
The H. S. & M. Clothes habit
is an easy economy, for it gives
you what is cleverest in styling,
best in quality and tailoring, at
half the price demanded by

SEE US BEFORE
try.

YOU BUY

EtfabUibed

1900

J,

if

:
.

J

I

i

'A.

is all we ask.
&

190.

Economy practiced at
RIGHTbeginning

:;
I'.V,

Learnard

30,

ECONOMY

save you money in the
purchase of a piano.

Tlat

NOVEMBER

AN EASY

3

tailors whose productions are but equal to H. S. & M.
Slip into one of our H. S. &
M. young men's suits and note
the quick friendship that springs
up between you and the suit
It hangs gracefully, fits most
comfortably, is fashioned
and the pattern looks
and is distinctive and full of

high-co-

Lindemann,
206 W. Gold Avenue

I

COAL

Genuine American Block per ton $6, 50
6, 50
Cerrillos Lump
8 50!
Anthracite Nut
9 .oo
Anthracite Mixed .
Anthracite, stove and furnace
9.50
sizes
6.00
Clean Gas Coke

character.

Suits $10 to $30

WOOD

Green Mill wood, per load
Dry Mill wood, per load
Factory wood, per load

st

cor-rectl- y,

,

$2.25
2.75
3.00

...SIMON STERN...

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.

We ciin furnish yoh the Christmas
THE CASA DE ORO.
stockiait as well as the most prac- BEST ROOMS, BEST MEALS, BEST
tical gifts to fill them with. A pair of
PRICES, BEST CROWD. '
dninty slippers or shoes will give
613 WEST GOLD AVE.
more satisfaction to both giver and
receiver than anything else. When
out. shopping iay us a visit aad you
will find suitable presents for the H
whole fsanlly and for nil your friend.

The Railroad Avenue Clother

naHBHHHKBHHBaBBaBBBI

May
shoe store,
road avenue.

C.

314

West

Rail-

Special Sale of Fancy Mufflers.
Regular $1.25 and $1.50 goods, 90c
each.
SIMON STERN.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

Between Railroad and Cvpptr Ave.

AIR BLAST AND ROUND OAK TTJ
ATE STEEL RANGES

SPECIAL SALE.
granulated sugar
$1.00
1.00
pkgs Lion Coffee
1 5c
cans cora
25c
pkgs Grape-Nut- s
1 bottle cow
chow, 1 bottle
chili sauce and 1 bottle of
,
catsup
25c
OHc
Lflrge can of cream
1 lb brick of
loc
cod fish
20c
I lb candtti' lemon peel
1 lb candled citron
peel
3c
2 lbs fresh ginger saisps
15c
SATURDAY'S

7
2
2

12c cn
can

of Jam
12Vac
cf baked beans
Our holldtiT stock is beginning
to arrive, our showing will be
u good oze.
THE MAZE.
Wm. KIEKE, Proprietor.

FEE'S

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

20 lbs.,

.

OCSXOf S

UPD

OIL HEATERS

$

CARVING SETS, ENAMELED SAVORY ROASTERS, TABLE
CUTLERY, ALL CLASSES COOKING UTENSILS, CROCKERY,

10c
10c

HORSE BLANKETS, HARNESS, WINONA WAGONS. TIN
SHOP IN CONNECTION. ' STOVES SET UP.

PEERLESS HOME-MADWALTON'S DRUG
E

CANDIES,
AT
STORE." 2

DON'T. FORGET THE PLACE TO
GET GOOD. FRESH GROCERIES IS
AT J. W. ANDERSON &. CO.'S. CORNER BROADWAY AND RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Notice.
The partnership which has exist
ed bei ween us under the firm name
of J. W. Anderson & Co., is hereby
dissolved, J. W. Anderson continuing
the business and (iwsumtng all obligations.
J. W. ANDERSON.
R. D. STEVENSON.

u

THE

FRIDAY,

a

602-60-

SOLE AGENTS;

mm

Ing's entertainment. Th dance wasl
only half over at midnight and it was
daylight before the hall was closed.
Mrs, llessle E. Bd warns died yesterday iiDinbig ft 8 o'clock nt St.
Joncp'h'K hospital. DfH'easpd was 28
years of d.ge and was formerly a resident of fort Wayne, lad. She cam to
Albuquerque three .months ago In
search of health. Ilor 'husband.
Edwati'ls, who has ben with. Ills
wife for the pafct few days, will accompany the remains to their former
home where laterment is to be made.
Mr. aid Mrs. F. H. Kent left this
morning, behind two lively driving
mules and In a spring wagon pretty
well loaded with supplies, for the
Kent gid placer fields in the Man-anralye of mountains. They will
remain until Sunday afternoon, when
they will return to this city, and the
conimodme Is expected then to paas
around unong his friends small nuggets of ifdd al Christmas presents.
Vice President E. J. Nally or the
Postal Telegraph company, and W. H.
Br..ker, ils general manager, both of
New Ymlk City, togethtr with Division Snini'.latendent W. C. Black, of
De.iver, vere among the numerous
visitors to this city yesterday. The
gentleiiMi are on an Isspection trip
over the company's lines. Before
Messrs. Nally and Baker' will
visit thil Graad Canyon of Arizona
and California points.
Rev. i. G. Harrison, accompanied
by his wile and son, left itbls morniag
for Alamosa, Colo., to accept a charge
In the St. Thomas Episcopal church
of that place. Miss Edith Harrison
will run a tu In the city the present
winter tnd finish the scholastic year
at the university, where sbe is a
member of the senior class. The
Harrisons have many friends in Albuquerque who regret their departure
and wish them happiness la their new-ne-

POUND SALE.
Tuesday, December 6, at the city
pound, by Marshal Mc.Milliu, one bay
tant.
poay, wnite hind feet and branded on
Rolert Donthitt, the well kaown left thiijh:
one roan pony, branded
Cociilti miner, is i.i the city on busi- ou
left thigh.
ness with several local owners of
mining property ia that district. Mr.
"FOR GOODNESS SAKE" eat But- Donthitt will go to Santa Fe tonight, ttrnut Bread.
where ha will visit his family for a
few days, and then leave for l.lda,
MANGE ON ANY KIND OF AN
Nev., where he owns cume mlaes amd ANIMAL IS QUICKLY CURED BY
wihlch he will probably sell before, re- THE USE OF PHENO CHLORO.
ONLY 25 CTS. PER PACKAGE.
turning to the territory.
E. W. FEE,
R, Green, one of the early settltTS
SOUTH FIRST.
of Cerrillos nd for many years proprietor of the Green hotol at that
WE DONT
HAVE
TO NAMF
place, cVled there yesterday of a com- OVER A FEW ARTICLES.
JUST
plication of diseases after a lingering TELL US WHAT YOU WANT; WE
illness. The remains will lie buried WILL SEND IT TO YOU.
at Cerrillos tomorrow nfternoon by
J. W. ANDERSON A CO.,
the Masons of that pace. Mr. Green COR. BROADWAY AND RAILROAD
was well and
favorably
AVENUE.
kaown
throughout the territory.
NO SHORTAGE OF
GAS COKE,
At Colombo hall lust night the Cac-t- CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONOMclub t)f the American Lumber ICAL. EXCELLENT
FOR
OPEN
company's fire department gave their GRATES, $6.00 PER TON. W. H.
first annual dance. Heine a Thanks- - HAHN & CO.
giving affair, it was so well patronized that there was scarcely enough
ALL THIS WEEK A SALE OF
floor space in which to turn around. MAPLE SYRUP.
The Success of the affair last night P. V. MAPLE, QTS
35c
will probably result In the establish- P. V. MAPLTS,
....60c
2 GAL
ment of the dance as an annual affair P. V. MAPLE, GALLON
$1.20
by the club.
The music was good LOG CABBIN, QTS
35c
and several contests for cash prizes log cabin, Gallons
$1.20
awarded the best lady and gentlemen OLD SETTLERS, ', i GALS
60c
waltzers, open to all competitors, ALBUQUERQUE
GROCERY
CASH
evenwere the chief features of the
COMPANY.

WILSON
liSI
ALBUQUERQUE

regular meeting of

G. K. Wurren
Post No. 5. G. A. R., will be hekl in
Odd Fellows' hsll tomorrow evening
December 1, at. 7:30 o'clock. Officers
for the canning year will be elected
at this meeting. . Visiting comrades
always welcome. .1. O. Caldwell, Kst
commander, W. W. .McDonald, adjuA

CITIZEN.

A.-A- .

M.

ln

IS

EVENING

&LBUQUEEQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

315 MARBLE AVE.
POSTAL CARD WILL
THE GOODS.
A

g Christmas Is Drawing Near g
We

0

Sets
and Roasters
Cfcir-vixi- gf

0
0

have a large and complete stock of

We can also please you in Ranges and other goods usually needed at this
season of the year. Stoves, Ranges, Cutlery and Kitchen Utensils.

O

.

0

0
0

0O

Wholesale and Retail Hardware
mouth rirt mtroot
its,dot,118.403.tIT.North
rirat mtroot.

0

Albuquerque, New Mexico

to
lfc.UU.OOD
(MAIMIM TlVtlB

fO

I

L"II

BRING

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,

WAL-

TON'S DRUO 8TORE.

4

Reliable Clothing
There in aoUiing overliM.kid or hlrkod In Steln-Bloiclothes. They are tailored to make a uian look like a
gentleman of tat-tand refinement.
They are wrought
to wear aad kep their shape under all conditions, ami
they have a style thai brings out their wearer's personality strongly. Past master tailoring aloae can produce
thin effect, and men who make dre fiieir chief pursuit
seek for H as for a rare jewel.
MEN'S SUITS
$10 JO $30
MEN S OVERCOATS
Full Dress Suits for Sale or for
F..

L.

DR. J. E. KRAFT, FORMERLY LOCATED IN THE GRANT BUILDING,
HAS REMOVED TO ROOMS 2 AND
3. BARNETT
BUILDING
OVER
O'REILLY'S DRUG STORE.

do
rteht. ROUGH DRY.
perial Laundry Co.
U

. . . OKA L Kit

Co.

Which

Which

hole.-oui- e

ojoIits

wirh

Bait-wate-

Vi

Sealshipt Oysters of the Tub Kind?

Utmmplng Bono to Order
Ateoue

ALBl'ljl'L'RQl'E.

N M.

4

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

4- -

COLOMBO

4

-

cltan.

1

Im-

IN . . .

'"re,sh.

tang, the
r
ru
a delicate
tlavur of the 4H' tho Stalshiit kind
or
flabby, eliiny, hruineil, white oystu-s- ,
else than stalo water
uiKting of lit
tho tub kind.
hiuI preswvative
nmK)th
uie r ,,llrt' whito
ckan and wholesome, sealed aad ini.
beddetl in Ice in a Seulshipi Carrier,
or
a wooden tub, soggy with stale juices
and impure water, with a loose cover
and aa odor of formaldehyde?
,a a ''ri1' apix a'a to you as the more
iMtlntable, aK'tizing and sanitary

Fancy Dry Goods

Rent

VA W. (joid

5-

Which

MRS. M. C. WILSON

)0 TO $33

Washburn

MAUSARD MILLS are paying $1.40
er luu pouads for good clean wheat,
and give in exchange 85 pounds of
the beet flour for 125 pounds of wheat,
F. O. B , Albuquerque.

AT THE
HALL

Admission

50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

Sealshlpt Oysters Fresh Dally

H

